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Introduction

The concept ofbilirigual,education forthe-Spanish Speaking/:

surnamed CSS/S)* child is ;looted in a historiofetangled political
V`%

social, and educational issues. ° In-this state - f - the -art reviev and

a

4.%

-

-research .strateg/ paper we will4irst identify nd.cranify some of

e 7

these issues and make recomMendations.for more refined research. The '.
,

'intent 'is to improve.bilingualibfcultural 113L/BC) education for. the
, ,

.. , .,

'3 - 5 year old SS/'S child. We will 'first present an historical .

. . . . ,

.

overview of the viajor.evOlutionary trends leading to the development

. .- .

p f BL/BC education, In.this section we Iill.hrticulate the responsi-

btlity of the Office ofChild Development (0CD)-for openly sypporting

preschool BL/Bd educational programs.. This is"followed by rdistussion

of socialization practices amorie 55/S parents.- Our central concern

,.h.,

. is with possible changes that.may'oecur in child rearing practices. and
. .

other, related family dynamics as a-cOnsequence of the child's entry %
.1

.
.

into school. Included in this section is a discussion of parental ..

and community attitudes towards BLTBC education: Our objective here

* By 'WS we are referring to the'more than ninemillion-residents
of the United States who have been identified _by the U.S. Ltireau
of the Census (1971a, 1971b) as people of "Spanish origin." The
three largest 0oups of U.S. residents include more than five million
exjcan fularicans, approximately one and one-half million Puento., '

Ricans; and more than 600,000-Cubans, The remaining two million '

SS/S (ambers incluJe Central'or South Americans and "other" peogle
of Spanish origin: In ell, the SS/S_repeent the second 1.art;est
Minority group in the United States. Further, in spite.of geovaphic,
aistoric, and in some cases racial differences between the.SS/S
subgroups, all share cultural and educational scmilarities which
allow us to speak with relative ease of -the entire'SS/S population.

V'
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.

4 i9s, to examine 'the relationship between attitudes towardi BC/BCism and
-. , . . c.., . . . .

., nainlenance of BL/BCislii. Wewill, next,examine cuirent,-risearch '-
. :

. _ __

. .

in lariguage acquisition and:bilingdalism. In this section, we will

Highlight the' major issues in, child bilingualismAhat presc/ol BE/BC
.

education specialists should be aware of. We will provide a framework
..,.. ..

. . - . ,
.

for what educators should expect in thq way of language development
-

. . .

/

.Page2-

A
. from children enrolled in preschool BL /BC education progranis. .In

tde fifth section, we All .examine preschool BL/BC programs specifically

designed for the' S/S child.

,;.,curriculuteacher training

We will. summarize their objectives,

programs and their impact on children and,

..

parents. We w i 1 1 discuss the 'strategiei and limitations of prodram
I r

evaluation
, 4

,.
evaluation procedures in 'their ISresent form as well a% offer suggestions

- for iinproVing the sta'fe Of,programasessment. In the final section,
. ,

N,- we will- list all of the recommendationirthat are made in the earlier

*644ons. Recomme'ndatioT will be numbered and the page wherl. they can
.

.

be located in the text-will be included. c

All of thelhfornation gathered in- the preparation of this-,

stale- of- the-art paper has'given us insight into what is known, but

mostly not known, about the $S /S preschool child, his family, Community,
Alt

and BL/Be educati9n. On the basis of then fi,bdings, we offer a
,

.

-series of recommendtion to the'Office ,of'r-Chiid Developinent (0CD) for

the impTeme4ation of research and service programs in the area of

preschool BL/BC education. EaCnrecommendStion is underscored for
- - .

easy identification and reference.' These recommehdationS will be

summarized in the ,final section of thigb paper..

. c.
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. II.
Why PreschOol Bilingual/Bicultural Education?

Hi-storical BackWround

Lo.

For many,years thteducation'al literatere has' carried

studies which purport. o document thit a number of factors contribute

to the educational undefachievement of SS/S children. (For.a summary

0

- see Carter;,1970). Together this .literature.has resulted in twQ

..explariations for, the academic failure of 'these children: deficiency

; and difference:.

The
,
deficiency argument of underachievement as summarized

by Carter (1979) claimed that the child is deficient ir language abili-0:

ties intelligence and motivation. It was further .argued that something

must be added to the educational process and the chijd's cultural

orientations to make hiM,achitIlv.::. This theory had its origin in a'

. . series.of studies beginning in the thirties which ,stated that the

4

.t"

lower educational achievement of SS/S children was directly related to

such factors- as BL/BCism and parents who were poor educational role

;. models. More specifically, it was argued that these parents showed

little.concern for 'the academic performance and efficiency of their

children (Saunders, 1954; Zintz, 1963; Manuel, 1965). Further, it was

apsumed that SS/S arents placed little value on education, which explain-
,

ed why children were. not motivated AD achieve in-the school. As the

argument became more refined; it mas assumed that parents did not know

how to teach their children), did not speak much to them and when they

did speak to:them, used simple, ungrammatical language. Therefore,

children from these deprived environments it was argued, lacked

7
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stimulating models and activities which would maximize their potential

for language development and intelle,,ftua,1 growth. .
. ,

.
What had to be added to the children's environment, educators-

'

,

argued, was a'preschOol 'intervention program to de'velop motivated,
, . .

verbally intelligent childrerewno would enter kindergarten,prepared ,

. ..,.. .

to acquire ,social skills on apar with their more "advantaged

classmates. This-could be accomplished in the prschbol years-by

playing verbal games with the .children, singing songs, taking trips,

jearningthe alphabet and makinggood teachers out of parents; More

s ,

than this, programs were.conducted in English because it was thought

that a child would need to develop verbal skills in the medium of

instruction 4.1sed by thesch941s. Early and continued use of English

>would help bridge the linguistic and cultural gap betken what the
.

deprived SS/S child did not know avid what the adVantaged non-minority
.

/'

child did know w hen they enteredlindergarten together.

For good ilieltre i.health plan and nutrition. program were
.

added to make up for othervdeficiencies, but as Hatch (1970) haspointed
.:v

.

out, no one 'suggested adding better paying jobs for the parents o"\ these

children. Presumably the deficiencies were unrelated to socio-economic .

status, but were cultural in nat%re.
Pc

/ The difference argument maintains that schools reflect a
, 3

middle class value system which rewards behavior only reflective of

particular cultural groups (Glidewell, et. il., 1966). The SS /.S

children acquire a "language code" anda "value code" in the family

which are not always similar to those of-th-scbool. These children ,

are faced with the problems of dealing with inconsistehcies in values

and with language (Getzels,.1974). In short, the proponents of the

difference argument maintained that the SS/S child enters kindergarten
e.
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*

with his own developed .rue -based culture and language which is

'deficient, but merely different fromHtnat.of,the sthoOl.' This theory
9

.

evolved from the work oiLatoV(1969).nn the use.of nonstandard English

by Black chil cTren Jand by,the.rese4rch conducted by sociolinguistics
.

,

.s-utterHymes 11:967), and Fishman (196;, 1972a;.:19.72b) on patterns_
.

of language use and values in the community. Further studids showed

that not only had the schools failed to incorporate these differences

in their curriculum; but that they had penalized the children for their

differences. Anderson and.Johnson (1968) for example, found that SS /S.

children did not differ from their Anglo counterparts in academic

achievement motivation, but that their" performance was inhibited in

school. -Teachers favored Anglo.students over their Spanish-speaking
. a

peers by Galling on them more frequently and giving them more positive

reinforcement (Jackson and Cosa, 1974). This behavioral pattern on

the part of the'teacher inhibits the classroom participatiqn ofthe

SS/S child thereby causing him to become 'less and less motivated to

perform in school.

More recently Ramirez and Casteieda (1974) have added an

important new.cultural and pS'ychological dimension to the difference

argument. Their contention is that Mexican Ameeitan children differ,

from Angio children in a culturally based cognitivelearding style.

We. can infer that other SS/S subgroup, children also differ in cogni.tive

learning style from Anglo children.,' Building on the earlier work

of Witkin, et al., (1962), Ramirez and CasteKeda argue that SS/S

thil ci en are field sensitiv6whilesAnglo)chfldren and teachers are
. . .

.

field. insensitive. This difference in learning and teaching Style

conflicts and as long as teachers remain insensitive to the'differeni

learning style oftuttir students, the WS population will do poorly

I
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;

academially. Ramirez-and Casteneda do.-offer some suggestions for

how teachers can be trained to match the learning style of their'
4

's tudents.

.Studies have also shown that current and former evaluation

instruments used by the schools penalfzethe.SS/S For inst4nce,

rcer (1872)" reported how children were being tracked into slow and

fast grOups on the basis bf screening tests developed.fdr the viaprity N
IP

culture and language. Mexican American children were channeled into

slow groups, and once labeled slow learner that is.what they bdcame.

in-the classrooms. .Mercer has studied this labeling process and has,
0

,

presenteddata which indicate tliat the majority of.Mexican Americart.

children labeled "'slow learners" or "retarded" assume this role for

the six-hoursthat they' are in school. Out of school 'there is littr.

difference in how these children (anlater adults) function in tocie y.

According to Mercer,the trpdittonal instruments use d irschooli to

assess intellectual potential and academic actiievenient are Anglocentric

and the only way that a Mexican American child can comp4te successfully

-

on these instruNnts is to become highly acculturated. For a detailed

review of the effect of intelligence testing on SS /S eliildren, the -

reader is referrisi to Padilla and Ruii (193).

a number of studies relating language use to classroom learning were

cited. Macnamara (1967) had founkthat whenrEnglish-speaking children

in Ireland were instructed in Gaelic, their overallaschool performance

a

/'
When the language differences

.

of the .5S/S child were addreped,

deteriorated. In a similar study, Macnamara (1966) found:that when .-

.

students were given math instruction in their weakOlanguage,their

math scores deteriorated. From these studies and similar research

comparing language to school-acilievtMent, conchisions were drawn that

10'

44
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instrixtion.in,a weaker-language; English, may interfere with the SS/S,
.

chi -01-s ability to jearn new concepts. Educators began to irque.for

instruction ih the mother tongue.(Andersson and Boyer, 1970).
J*

Recen tly, a new fine of discourse has begun. to surface openly
. .

in educational circles. This new'educational philbsophycposits that

schools, rather'than children,-should c4nge. Following this line of

regsoning, schools should adopt a BL/BC curriculan so that 55/S cpldren

.

may receive school instruction in their mother tongue'w1th culturally

relevant' materials. In addition, schools 'should generate positive
0

attitudes among SS/S,children and their families tower& the acquisition

and development of BL/BC skills. This wllibe ac mplished, it is argued,

,by; hiring teachers knowledgeable in the language a d, velum of both
\

the 6S/S subgroup culture and the aon -SS /S dominant.culture.' More \

than this, parents of 55/S. children Should be encouraged to'aCtively

.t part icipate in the educational processes.'

The advocates of this new philosophy of cultural pluralis

in education argue that the familiar practicof forbidding-SS/S
-

4

children to speak Spanish in school iS culturally lindeinocratic.

Further, these advocates argue that schools should not only respect

languages otherthan Englilh, but shouldenrich their curriculum by

introducing material relevant to cultural groups other than the

majii-iIt--bccordingly, a culturally democratic learning environment

' wcTuId be a setting i n which' the child.would acquireknowle0e about

his own and thedominant culture:' 'The teaching techniques wou121,' 2,,
1:-- . .

. - t

furthermore, be based on culturally appropriate modes of learningor

the4 child in question., It is this new approach to BL/BC education that .

has given impetus to the social and political involvement of the 55/S

.

1A
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subgrouppi3pulation ' emonstrated in 'their, lobbying .for passage of the

Biingualducation Act of 1968 ,aodsubs9quent

Presint State of Bilinaual/Biculfural Editcation
I

'While the 'numbet; of BL/BC prograMs'is growing due to federal

legislation, the topic of BL/BC education is by no means free of
-

controversy. Part of ,the controversy .sterns frorn.confu1ion over what.
.

..
,Spolsly (1972.) summarizes as'eduCational., social, and political aims' 6

. -I .

which produce seemingly ca'ntradictori results.' It is true. that BL/BC '''
. -

education has been marketed as 'a means to mareiunize the social coiruieten
,:,. . ,

cies. of the SS/S child= -hd umbrella term for everything good.. flawever
:...

when re.riewing the literature, it is aprria(ent that the terms BL/BC,
%.

and ceriainl'y BL/BC,,educationare used to express many 'different

things. The inconsistent use bf these terms will be documerited,in iaterM

sections of this paper.

Jdkobosvits (1970) asserts that. i._.t..bere"--s no, particular dvanta9e-
..,.

in setting arbitrary limits fo definition of bilingualism. He 4

44 6,
'further asserts tha phasis should be placed on assessing the

individual
.

16knowledge a'nd use of her/his'two 14anguages. However,

..

- -1-here has been 'minimal sodiolihguiSti,c research conducted on SS)S
. .

.
.subgroop Preschool children and ti-eir famities (as will be demonstrated.

in later chapters) .. For.example, we h-aV4 'little iriforigation per6ining 1
.

,
to tlie,process of language_ development in SS/S children. Noc,do'we 'have

m uch longitudinal data .on langUage learhjng in BL/BC progrifthdt"

.could be used to define guidelihes for a BL/BC curriculum. Because of

.the gaps in our informatiean- about-The cultural and linguisstiC.devel-

. opnfentof the CL /BC child, researchers such as Taib.ne, Swain and

S2
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Fathman (1975) have suggested.edUcators take a more cautious approach

to the Implementation of BL/BC programs, andwait for more definitive

research results before committing themselves to a course of action..
.

The othElr position, however, is .to.lqarn /from the successes and ihort--

Comirigs f programs that have been in operation and to incorporate these,
,. .

as well As new information from researchers, into guidelines for
1 ..., .

..

future programs. We support the latter-position for several obvious
.

..'. -P.

reasons. First, the impetus necessary for lobbying-for BL/5C

education was.toolohg in coming to now step' back and wait for the

researchers'guidelines fey programs. ,Secan'd, whatever'is "attempted
0

in l, /:BC prograle,coulirhot be''.anv less successful thaflkwhat has

preceded -under the guise cY education. Finally, in setting.a course,.
.

-for' cultural democracy .in education the mere = use 6f a language other

than English.in the-classroom, coupled with theitclpspn.of material
, *

about Mexico. or Puerto Rico,for 1 .-is as important as any
. *

researlh'findings.
, .

We haVe no doubt that BLskills.are an asSip:today's

shrinking World. Most countries, with:the obviou xception of the

United StatesiJiiVe long-recognized-thit fact. rind hav consequently
-

.

'supported BL/Be programs. It is fnteresting-to observe how the

in.the value. Of BL/DC education gave impetus to the Culver City
. 4. .

, .

'Project; which was .created without funding by enthusiastic parents'and .

. , .--
. V

,,t v

teachers who wanted to provide instruction in both Spanish and English
. .. .

for .non-SS/5 children. Yet a similar belief by some Mexican Americans

Sanchez,1932) was unrecognized by educators, thus causing Meican
P '

American children to undergo more` than four der es of being lebeled

deficient" or."different." The obvious implication of this is that

educational innovation, reform, or change requiresthat the advocates

13

% .
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of such eform possess a:political base. ffOltrwh4a.lto sPeak. The
. ,..,:

....._

.
.-

. %. .

-, SS/S,comm nity has not. until recently had' a political base-thelieEiMiry--;
.

. .,'elected o ficials, palitical lobbyists; and voter awareness--from

. . ..-

- ,; /which t
.. 2.,

j
, ,

f.. that OCD institute a policy of openly supporting preschool 'bilingual/
,

. ,

ois , bicu tura education for the SS/S population. It is our belief that with, ,-

, .
.

.

tt

\_ AO"?..supOo t of OLD the many recpmmendations to follow will be moi-e.-
r.

t. p

.
1, i!( ,e,..a.:sily ire lemented. We urge, that OCD deionstrateits comm itment,to

I, 4- 1

(1*-1 ,2" preschool', ilingual/bicultural educatiOn by adequately funding program
-

1.., ,t`*T.
. . ;' t

.e.',i kt.,. . ,,
i;131 K

..(0'- -

call 'for educatid reform for their children., We recommend

.

develqpments and research activities. The specific program - developments

and'researdi activities follow in latersections, of. this.paper.

ft is interesting to note that while BL/BC education was

originally created' as a remedial program for SS/S children, it may
.

well b a the mode of education for all children. Current trends

in sresea (gee Section IV).support Le4old's'(1939) notion.tfiat

bilingualism may beintellectuallry beneficial. Recognizing both the

intellectual and social vOue in speaking twu fangua9es, researchers

ard
/
educators alike

w hoe suggegted that

(Bow2;t', undated; John

An 'the future,. it may

and Horner, 1971.; Pga, 1975) ,

.well:je the monolingual,

moiocultural:child who ig deprived. 4

Cdrrently.BL/BC education has begun to receive widespread

att ntion at'alt levels--federat, state and local. This attention

coupled with some federal and state funds has given a facejift to

many:schoOls with l'arge enrollments of SS/' children being

educated in BL/BC programs. Many of these programs have been identified
.

0, as model programs in our study of project reports and evaluations

(please refer Io Section V) , . It is appareht that. there-is a great

deal of hope and enthusiasm invgstdd in these programs. Oewever,.

.1 4
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Bowen cautions us that the true test for.BL/B education wi41` be when

. , . bilingual education is so- thoroughly

acceptid that politicia can no 'longer
/ .

attract head-lines-by/publicly offering their

support, havinedone their bit and redirected

- their attention to some issue of publiC

concern . That yti 11 be the real test of bi trigual

education: whether it can survive the effects

of acceptante and heglect. (p. 5)

'The second test, will be whether policy makers and administra-,

'tors wili be able to separate and clyify the critical issues in
.

preschool bilingual education. e recognize the initiative that OCD. ,ak . [As taken_in.tommisioning thi,s state -of -the -art review' and research
..... . .0.,v, strategy paper. In accordance:with the process begun by OCD, we'

recomr,tend tllac 9Cb. cpn,tunction with exoerts in preichool bi lingual/

education take a leadership_ role in articulatinga witionel

p_o1.1.9( pertaining to, the objeCtiVes -of preschool bilingual /bicuitUral

.education, teacher train:it:1g, curriculum development, and evaluative'

Only after these important components of preschool BL/BC =

education are crystalize'. will we be on a sound bate to begin imple-
,

menting the type of pro:Alm so necessary for so manixsnildren between

the critical ages of 3 to 5 years.: Since .the SS/S population is

culturally heterogeneous, we -recoLpz.nd that OCOin articulating thiS

national_mlicy.recogaize the intria- and itterduleural diversity
. .

their sponsorship of bilingual/bicultural educational prqgrams

diverSity should be reflected in the, progra,., design so that it

complements the specific Liitural, economic, and social circumstances

of each SS/S sibgroup.

4
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. Impact of Bilingual/Bicultural Education on the

Family and'Community

Page 12''

There are a series of questions concerning the impact of

preschooling on the child rearing. practices of parents that must be

addressed. These ques,tions have mosti7 to do with the way SS- /S

children are socialized and how these socialization practices possibly I

undergo change when the child enters preschool, Equally ,important .

are questions concerning attitudes of parents toward BL/BC education.

Here-we are especially concerned with'whether there are differences-
,

in child rearing practices between parentswho actively seek to enroll

their children:in preschool prograMs and paren,p5 who do not. To

. 'provide some. background to these questions we will first review some

ofthe literature on the .aiSSWIThrr,Iii.howeertain family variables

relate to academic achievement.' From.this,we will then pose a 4

series of questions for teachers, administrators, and researchers.

interestea in preschool BL/ BC programs.

Family Patterns

2;t
Traditionally, the SS/S family structure has been described

as paternalistic, authoriiarian, end extended-family oriented.- It is

tyl*ally viewed as having clear separation (if not rigidness) of sex

roles, strongblOyalities and respect for parehts aid older adult' figures

VI the extended family and community,. and as abiding by strict child

rearing practices. Moreover, SS/S:parents have been viewed by

'educators as fatalistic and present:time oriented, with lower educatiopal

; , 16
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aspirations for their children' e. . .,,Saunders, 1954aintz, 1963;

Manuel, 1965).

Mexican American social scientists have taken issue with

these views of the Mexican American family and have argued that theie

Ask q
is no basis ip empirical qata to suppert the cultural based reasons

used to explatt low achievement of Mexican American students in the

public schools (Padilla, 1972; Montiel, 1973). For instance; it. is

not unusual to read. that the Mexican American student is not competi-

tive, ambitious, or achievement oriented because these qualities.have

not been rewarded during his early childhood. Presumably what have

been rewarded
.

are deptndence,, obedience, compliance, and silence.
. .

. .. _ .

The chtd is not active, mobile, curious, or talkative. It is further
. , . .

, .

assumed that because of thisearly childhood training,the child is
, .

forever expecting to have his CieendencY reed fulfilled by the environ-
.

In addition, little concern is given to the cultural /and

ecological variabilittIhalt exists among SS/S when attempting to

describe SS/S families'and'the:ir child reating practices. ''The SS/S .;re'

composed pf different mixtures of values and langu8ge'use patterns, of

.different socio-economic levels, and of life styes that vary along the

continuum of rural to urban.and from migratory to settled
.

(Amaro-Plotkin.1975).

There are also generational differences as well as differences in

cultural awareness that must all be taken into account when studying

the family.c

Family-Roles in Educational Achievement

The importance of the,lrole `Of the family in the educational

IV 1
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achievement of children must be und rscored. There is good evidence

(Rosen, 1956, )]959 } of a long standing nature that parents'

play a significant role in instilli

tion in their chi 1 dren . According

motivation is the result of two type

achievement frtiKing and indepen/enc

involVes the parents setting high go

eating to them that they expect evide ce ofhigh achievement. Independence
)

g academic achievement

Rosen , ;academic achievement

of. family socialization practices:

training. Achiev t,training

is for their ch ldren and cOmmuni-°

training involves the parents encoura ing self-reliance by granting.

their children enoUgh autonomy to pak their dectsions'and to 0
, 1.

,

.4

. accept responsibility for success or fiilure.
,

. ,

There is research. thili bears on these-two types of
/

4

family sociailzation gactices when coqujeriny SS/S.. Th.:re are at
.

least several studies, which clearly in4cate that the ffrst type. of

,
. .

socialization practice is to be found' In Mexican American:homds °

(Anderson and Johnson, 1971i. Evans and 'Anderson, 1973;'Henderson.and

Merrpitt 1966). There is little resea
f

other SS /S subpopulations (Padilla and

h of a similar nature with

uiz, 1973). On the basis of

available research, for instance, AnderNon and 'Johnson reject the myth

that Mexican AMerican parents dilpourage. or even de-emphasize, advanced

educaiion for their chifdreii. What Andei)on and Johnson Conclude is that
. t

Mexican American chillren tn the whole,

expet s much prelsure to .achieve good

c.

. ,gr 1 chool , compl;tte high school,
t

vier
and attend college from ,heir parents as

their contemporaries: ThO.se findings

strongly contradict the stereotype of the

Mexican American faelly aS plading little

1. c

.1
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O

. emphasis on-,education. Furthermore,

this interpretation is'also bo4rne,

out when one'examines the factor

that indicates the degree to which,

children report parental assistance

with their school work: On the

whole there appears to be little

r 4 or .no difference between Mexican

a
10

American children and,yther
. --

children with respect to this factor

(p.300).

.74
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C.

Anderson and LIOnson suggest that.the problems Mexican

American children have in schools may be more related to the fact that

parental education'and family socioeconomic status remain quite low.

.even afterthree generations .of residence in- the United States. The'

authors say that'one of the "most significant findings" "(p. 306) to
4

emerge is that Mexican American children have relatively less personal

confidence in their ability to achieve'academically despite parental

encouragement' and high educational expectations. An obvious implication

is that the academic performance of MexicantAmerican children,may
5,

be ,improved by BL/BC educational programs beginning. at 'the preschool'

ed
leVel which are directed towards increasing the confidence of these

.-
children.

.

, With respect to the second soCiaiizition variable

indepen6nce training) there is-some evidence which Suggests that
0

Mexican American Parents are less likely to grant autonomy to'their

children than are \nglo American )arents (Evans and Anderson, 1973).

1.9 .
.

T

I_ .
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.

Moreover, Evans and Anderson showed tha4 independence training
.

.0. - ..

\- served as a greater predictor variable of academic achievement for

.

'Mexican American students'than for Anglo students. Evant and

.4

..0

Anderson suggest- that this fincii4 may reflect a basic incompatibility

between the Mexican American family structure and ,the structure of the

cl'ass'room.. That is. in most elementary and secondary sc 1-sT the .

,norm of independent 'isreinforced by on-fronting children with a

ns and experiences' designed to encourage,sequence of classr

PP*
independent behavior on the par-t of the student. Accordingly, 4-

students Who have been socialized to be somewhat independent in their

actions, adhieveMent is greatly, amplified in the classroom where the . 4

studentis expected to assume a great deal okinitiative i4i ;interacting

.

with .-the teacher and other sudents. Finally, Evans ,and Anderson report
0 .

.

data which indicates that middle class MeAican.Americans 'pro'vide
e . . r

indepetidence trainUng fiw.their children in a manner similar to Anglo
%

parents,

In the absence of large scale investigat4ens qfSS/S child -

rearing practices, we kecommend that 06D encourage 'research into

Specific child rearing practices of SS/S parents and how these_ practices

affect the social and emotional competencies Of the child. These studies

should be *longitudinal in nature and should control fo length of

residence of parents -in the' Unitee'States, family and kinship ties te

a'
Mexico, social class, rural versus urbn backgrounds and educational level

of parents. Kg: further reforamend that research ti`e conducted to
. .

Eine iroti Lschootin_g_sfsh i dren. alters rearm ngprac ti ces and

f ni1L rjatipAlips. That is, the -research should focus on these
0

processes before, durinc. and after, exposure to BL/BC schooling. The.
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research should include children and parents not exposed to-BWO.

educa'tin. No information is known about the impact of schooling on

socipliiation practices in the SS/S family. Fore example, it is

nOknown's,whether the process of acculturation (e.g., shift in the

preferente\of Spanish to English') which occurs when children, enter

school serves to alter, the child - parent, parent parent, and child -

child interactions in the home, therebycreating some degree of

acculturation in the entire family.,Padilla and Lindholm in "press)

for instance, in a study -of child' bilingualism gathered some data

which indicate that ,in. naffs where Spanish 'is the-primary mode of..

communication of the parents, school aged.children prefer English

when addressingydunger siblings:and.they become the language.models

fdr thpir monolingual Spanish-,speaking younger siblings. rftwever, no

'one has-investigated thii process systematically,

In line with this same discussion is the need to study

the expectations'that SS/S parents have toward the school in.the socia-

lization of their chlidien. For instance, Steward and Steward j1974

1974) in informal data collected about the mothers* perceptions of them

selves asjeachers report that Mexican American rfloXhers 'perceived their

roles as mothers, not teachers, and that teachei4S were to be found in

the school. Further, S teward and Steward report that Mexican mothers

were more concerned about their child's behavior in School than Chinese

, .or Anglo mothers who were more preoccupied with what their children

learned. Thus, we recopmend research that examines the role parents

expect themselves and their children to assume toward' teachers and-.

schoolinl; It SeeMs essential that the expectations of parents And

teachers mesit with each other if the child is to succeed in the school. .

In the absence of for4at empirical evidence,.there is some indication

21
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that parents and teachers haVe different, and possibly incompatible,

role expectations which conflict and rfere with tile academic ,

success of children (Getzels, 1974). These data seem particularly

important to us in the planning of preschool programs.whicirwill meet

the bilingual and biculttcral needs of SS/S children.

Family and Community Attitudes-foward Bilingual /Bicultural Education

7.

As important as the socialization practices of SS/S,parents

is the attitude that parents'have toward the BL/8C education of their.
o

children. The logic of this obviously is that if parents view 8L /BC

4ducation positively then this attitude. will be communicated tp.their

children,wha_im turn will adopt a' si iti.n.
ir

There is some basis for belief that if BL/BC educational program pe'rsOnne1

encourage parental involvement hi the planning and tiaching activities

of thec rograms then parents and children alike come to view these

, .

programs positively. (This point is more fully discussedin the sectlon

on.language differenees in section four).

Attitude measurements obtained in the St. Lambert project

(Lambert and Tucker,1972),indicate a more liberal, acAptant outlook

among the experimental'children toward both English and French. Moreover,

the experi mental subjects-persistently described themselves in positive

self concept terms at all grade levels. Parents of the eadrimental

children expressed enthusiasm and a strong preference for conttnuin

the experiment and providing a iredulv homelschool language switc

opportunity. for successive groups 6f children. Likewise,the teachers

were In strong agreement with the goals of the French/English'program.

,22

I.
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In a study by Riestra andJohnson (1964) there was a

positive change in attitudes after students had been involved in

studying Spanish. The interestingfindingin this'study pertained
.t

to the influence that television and audio-tapes had on the increase

in positive attitudes. It would appear that multi' -media could-be

used as a very effective tool in the creation. of sensitivity and

understanding of other cultures.

In Cohen's (in press) description of the Redwotl City

.bilingual program' for MA children there were.defirlite attitude-changes

-among .the children involved in the project. The children viewed their

own 'culture moreNpos i tively,and their school attendance and attitudes

toward school were both greatly improved.

o

Cohen also surveyed 'the parents of4the children and found

that the parents.ve very positive in their feelings toward the

131../BC program. They stressed their desires for Spanish instrUCtion in
'

"Jrder to preserve their'ianguage and their culture. _They also felt '

that if their children were bilingual,it mould be easier for them

-to obtain jobs and those jobs 'would be of a more professional nature.

Ipanish language maintenance was also believed to influence the thought

and behaviors of their children who would consequently,yemain true

Hexican Americans:,

'Frasure-Smith, Lambert and Taylor 119/5) looked at Parental

'attitudes toward bil,ingualisM and found that Canadian parents valued .

the,learningexperience for their children because they felt it

increased the occupational and educationll avenues that would be

availa ble for their children. The studj, also pointed to the.intricacies

.

of learning a second language which involves more than the dev elopment
, _

. ---\

of a linguistic'skill, but instead encompasses a complex social
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commitment. There is a greatmeed according to the authors for the

development of a more comprehensive social-psychologtcal model to

took at'attitudes toward BL/BC education.
e

Attitudei of SS7S parents whose, children are'enrolled in the

Santa larbara.BL/BC.program seem to' bear out many of the studies

reviewed above. In discussions with a group of the parents.the same

attitudes noted by Cohen. and Lambert and his associates were expressed.

by the Orents. These parents were enthusiastic about the.projeit

and'felt that they were contributing to their child's intellectual

. growth anddevelopment asvell A receivings receivineducational opportimities

themselves'. ..

On the basis of the above review of parental attitudes
. _

toward BL/BC education, we recommend continued study of parental

attitudes 'and expectations prior toa_duhng, and ollowiqg their

cnildren's exposure to BL/BC-sciloolin9. urestimation not enotgh

is yet known of how attitudes interact with parental expectations of

BL/BC scaioling,or how parental attitudes can be made more favorable

by,progriu personnel, Further.;'we recommend that Barents, be assessed

for their attitudes of what constitutes the critical aspects of culture

that they would ltke strengthened in the bicultural component of

Rroarams and that these cultural atpects be incor2orated into the

curriculuq, .As we will discuss in a later section of this paper, the

bicultural component is in need of much greater specification and4,

it would be of extreme importance to know how parents viewed btculturality

and what they thaugnt had to be.communicated to children in order to

preserve the culture orthe home.

Along thii same line,it seems to- us important to know how
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the community perceives preschool BL/BC.education. .Since most of the

preschool BL/BC programs other than Head Start have :only recently arrived

on the educational scene; it is difficult to deterMine what the 'community

attitudes are towards these'pragrams. It is'possible;.however, to look

at research on,Head Start programs and to infer what impact these
4

programs way have on the parents and community.

.
Certainly .one of the greatest contributions of Head Start

has been to increase parental involvement by including parents as

aides, teachers, advisory members,'and program directors. .With this

involvement parents have come to realize thart they can influence and
.1

. 'affect those educational 'in'stitutions which directly shape their

children's social competence, intellectual development, and occupational

future. Accordingly, we recommend that research be directed at

determining_the range. of community attitudes and expectations. toward

bilingualibitultural.education as well as increasing the community'S

.rale in setting educational policy. Further., attitudes need to be

'surveyed on a continuous basis,especially in those communities where

there is .upward mobility and in-migration- Special care should be

,

taken to assess languagepattet'ns in, the home and community at l&rge
G*

PI

as well as determine whether families are recent arrivals in the

V

, .

21)

.United States. We further recommend that on the basis of information

gathered that OCUpropote.the development of mechanisms for facilita-
.

tin, arental and communitylplicymaking involvement so as to guarantee
1 0

the?tive educational advocaci_pici illpact.of parents and other, community :.:

members.

will true

a reality.

It is our belief that only when such advocacy appears,

BL/BC education at all levers and for all children become

The long range impact of these programs should also be
fa

assessed forthelir effectiveness on the academic and social success

2J
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of SS/S children in public schools. Further; the leadership role

0_ 'It
tnatjp4rents play in school related affairs should be ,included

Orit research.

Finaltb llsre is ne available information .which relates

Lf144oectly to the 'effects .that attitudes of peers and sibltngs havelln

the 3 - 5 year old child involved in a preschool BL /BC program.

There is research that indicates that fIceschool children depend more

on their parents and siblings as role models and that this beco mes

weaker with entry into school, while a value oe peer opinion-becomes

increasingly stronger. The extent to which this same pattern develops

in SS/S children is not known. We can speculate that the influence

ofthe family may be greater than that of peers for a longer period of

time because of thisstronger family effect..On the basis'of this

we can. further speculate that familial ties are more'-important variables

shaping the attitudes of children toward BL/Beism,especially with

children from 3 to 5 years of age. What is needed, however, is

confirmatory data which bea rs on the importance of parents and siblings

as"role models inf,the languSge and cultural development of young child-

ren. Accordingly, we further recommend that 00.,encourage research

4,

do those socialization variables which affect, promote and maintain the

cultural and self-atIributed ethrfic identily of children.

4n sum, patterns of parent-child and child-child interactions

in SStS families am in need of study, especjilly on how these pattern

change with school)contact. Thisresearch needs to be conducted on

'attitudes toward 8 /BCism and 8L/BC education for children, their

siblings and parents, peers, and the community at large: Only, when such

studies are conducted will we be aple to specify the conditions that

s1 v
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. ,.

facifitate BE/BC development..-. Furthermore, SuChstudies should

provide'information on the total social and emoiibnal development

,

of children.

I.
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Language Development in the Bilingual Child

.0

Researchers Have debated at length the'issue ofwhatcons-

titutes bilingualism. . We are not'concerned with the issue of defining

bilingualism per se in this Paper, but rather with recognizing the.

. .

development of BL potential in SSIIS ptegchool Jchildren. By BL potential

we mean the potential for developing skills in two languages. We may

identify thispotenital in the child who speaks only Spanish yet enters
* .

ii.BL/BC preschool. BL.potential may likewise describe the .SS/5 child

whf speaks Spaniih at home andInglish at school. *Similarly, a child

Irho speaks pre.dominanfly English, but. understands some Spanish, also

has BL Potential. In sum, a.child has E3L potential if.s/he is within

an environment where there is an opportunity to develop productive or
,

receptive skills in two.1anguages. In this section we will explore

the Linguag develdpment of children with .BL potential; paying

particular attention to generalizable similarities and. differences in
.0

the process of acquiring BL skills,.and highlighting needs for

further reseArch in BLism that has application to BL education.

will further examine the relationship between BLism and BCism.

Similarjtjes in Lammage Learning4

We know from experimental 8nd observational studies that

Children can and.do learn languages under a variety of conditions.

We also know that language acquisition proceeds in a similar manner

- , for learners, whether they are acquiring skills in two languages

simultaneously or sequentially.. We know that the. linguistic process
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...

is rule-governed, so that at any particular stage in the. child's
1

development,- we should be able to roughly describe the r:UlA the -

%
1

child uses to organize hiOspeech.
. ,

.1 .
.

These statements are supported by evidence from researchers
... ,

who have looked at bilingual 06elopment. Hatch (1974), for example,

studied the language development of over 40 children acquiring Engliish

as one of their two languagei. These children were at varioys stages

in their acquisition of BL skills, and represented a wide range of

language backgrounds and cultures. Some were Japanese-American,

some were SS/S and others were Chinese-American. What is most intri uing

'is that all of these children developed English language skills ini,

similar manner, that is, similar developmental sequences occurred in

their aCquisition of English regardless df the child's language

preference or language background. Data co4lected by Padilla and

Liebman (1975) and Padilla and Lindholm (in press) on the simultaneous

0.4
development of Spanish and English 4aiiiong preschool Mexican American

. child generally concur with Hatch's findings, where comparisons can be

made.

Padilla anhis associates extend the similarities argume

riemakaraif

by suggesting that children withiL potential' learn to differentiate

-between their two language systems at a very early age. Children

-acquire rules and vocabulary items in their two languages almost

simultaneously and when they mix languages, word order is preserved

while forms do not overlap in meaning. They also found that children

.usually start to favor one language over the other, and suggest that

this preference may reflect language input variables. In general,

the Padilla and Liebman and the Padila and'Lindham studies demonstrate

9
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that tne acquisition of BLism roceeds jn.much the-tame manner as

the acquisition .kf a single lanjuage. Their conclusions draw' support

from sfmiar"findings by Swain (1972), Leopold (1939; 1947;'1'949a; 1949b),
.

Ronjat (1913) and Fantini (1974), all .of whom haie conducted longitudinal
O

studies on bilingual children.

Further evidence of srmilarities.among learners comes from

experimental studies conducted by Larson-Freeman (1975), Fathman (1975)

Ai
. and Oulay and Burt (1974). These researchers ranked the trddr. of

acquisition of.grammaticarmarkers in the speech of second language,

learners coplinifrom a variety of language backgrounds. Similar

oevelopmentai or6ekrs across all learners for many grammatical .markers

were found. If language learning proceeds in a similar development:1

pAtern, we !Iced to know what this genera) sequence looks like for

SVS cnild between the ages of 3 and 5.

w.! know that similarities exist in language learnixig,

we's.so sibt know the specifics of Spanish-English BLism in children from

3 to 5 years' old. As 0:1 ?et, no longitudinal studies havp peen conducted,

04e ruup, although' dissertaffairr h by Linda-Tweed

(x!rsonal communication)'apPears prolising for the future: -.-. The need

for 16,-;:,L.m Oabervational studies can not be overemphasized, as

resuaco Findinir. should provide guidelines for the development of a

8L/"JC t..ulriculum as Well as realistic long and short term goals for

ULAX c6ucation in general.. We recommend that OCD fund both longitu-

-.lino) and experimental research for the purpose ofgathering_coivrehen-

s iv.2 data on the language development of the preschool ssys child..

Researchers have attempted to explain why there are notable

similarities-difference's in language development by analyzing various
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linguistic, semantic, cognitive and affective variables. They have
- .

analyzed the effects ofinput to the learner--that is, the language

addressed to 'him in conversation. They have analyzed the relationship

etwn language f.Orm and language function in the developmental

process. They have consldered individuardifferences in learning

3

style, and finally, they have examined the importance of affective

variables 'in language learning. We will sport the major findings, in
4

all of these areas as they contribute to our overall, understanding of

the language learning. process. When appf6priate, we will make

,recommendations-for further research. -.??

Language input Variables

3

L.-
Hatch (1974) found that she auld account for the chfIld's

'acquisition of some la5guage patterns on'the basis of the frequenq

with which-the pattern occurred in the language input to the child.

WagnerlGough (1975), Larson- Freeman (1975) and Boyd (1975) also suggest 'that

language inputto the child is.ftortant to consider.when trying to

explain language rule formation.: Padilla and Liebman (1975) further

, r
noted the significance of language.tnput and Its relationship to

t

language selection in-the $5/5 BL/BC children they studied. They found

for example, that they were able to'increase the-amount of Spanish

used (relative to English) in the children's speeN samples simply

by having the chiles mother speak on19'Spanish to her/him one hour

prior to the recording session. Well-documented research by Hymes

(1967), and Fishman (Ms) show how the practice of language switching

and mixing is a response to language input from the community..

Boyd (1970- has analyzed the effecii of language input

3'
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in classroom speech. In ber study of The Culver City Spanish
;

IMMersiOn program (Los Angeles, Ca,lifor0 nia) for English-speaking

.

children, Boyd found that the teacher's language was characterized by
,

.present -tense verbs, commands,. routine expressions. and repetition of

thimaterials being taught. The- students` likewise, used many present

NI)tense and comma :forms in their speech. The teacher used relatively

few past tense fo ms, and produced almostno utterances in the

future, past perfect or subjunctive f43176.. Boyd found that the in-

' frequent use of these forms in the teacher's language resultedlthe

. - 4

16 -absence of many of these same forms in the learner's-speech.

Boyd concluded that classroom language alone may'not be

sufficient to providevaried conditions -for the acquisition of native-
, 16

c

like BL/BC skills. [For supporting evidence, ,seelambert.(101.); ]

These findings are particularly releiant to BL children whose primary

model for one of their languages is the classroom teacher. Whilewe

have dismissed similarities in strategy and language product, we need

. to know how BL/BC programs may hinder or faCilitatvlanguage growth in

the development'of RL skills, especially when it is the case that the

teacher is the primary model for one 'of thb languages. We need to

know whether the language environment of the classroom can be manipu-
.

lated in any way to facilitate.language learning. -We need information on

classroom language and its effects on the language developmetit of preschool

.children in 8L/BC programs. We recommend that OCD fund language research

conducted within existing bilingual/bicultural preschool programs,

examining the effects of bilingual education on language growth and

paintenance.

32
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Discourse in. Language Learning

Thelogital extension of an'input-output analysis pertains .

.

to the .discourse between the SS/S child and his mother, his teacher

and hispeers. The field of discourse analysis is-wide open for

research. Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) have asserted that the basic

unit of interaction is not the single utterance, but rather. the

exchhnge.' .The child learns frOm her/his conversations with their

c A

mother,,teacher%or, peers When to remain silent, when to initiate

conversations.and wherrttr-Oitch language codes. FutherMore, s/he

"learns how to draw inferencei, what topic to address in the speeCh

of others, how to summarize and how to present her/his own ideas. Some

of our knowledge about communication patterns have particular relevance

to BL/BC.edueation. For example', Sinclair- and Coutthard'11975), Pearce

-(1973) and COulthard and Ashby (forthcoming) have made the interesting

observation that discourse progresses mainly by question-answer sequences.

in the classroom. However, other researchersiSacks, Sacks; Schegloft,

%.N

and jatkson(1974)] demonstrate that this is not what actually happens

in ordinary conversation. These.findingt lend support to. claiMs that

dassroom language may-provide the child with limited language

'experiences if the teacher does not use varied langua atterns in

her/his speech. Once againv.BLism and language use i the classroom

needs further.- research.

Where researchers have, looked at the discourse between
, .

children and adults, tpay have found that adults use a number of various

teaching strategies. Some of these strategies appear inthe forniof

routine questions and language patterns. As Keenan (pertonal communi-

cation) has suggested, the child is often guided through the

33
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communication process by the addlt who helps the child develop,

.her/his thoughts. Hatch and Wagner-Gough (1975) have found that

the adult's peech to the child'may form its own developmental sequence

as the adult Con1ciouslyor unconsciously filters her/his speech to the

child. In addition). adult -child conversations usually refer to.

environmental stimulcthat can be seen or manipulatedbythe young child.

A need to continue file he 'he research in_teld of discourse strategies,

, especially as it pertains to adult-child conversations in a natural

'environment- The knowledge of these strategies may be of,value to

4

tie teacht in a BL/3C- preschool *gram. (tee Section III on soci. al4za-
.

tion 'and attitudes) dition, we_must analyze conversations

between peers to determine the nature of child-child discouise and
k"

to find the various strategies children may use.to teach and learn,

,from one another: (Refer to Section III.). We recornmend'that OCD

fund projects which will examine aduyt-child and child-child discourse

patterns to determine if conversational patterns may differ in 'earth

'of these dyad situations and how the child learns linguistic and

semantic concepts in the art of discourse.

Besides examining teaching-learning strategies in a discourse

Analysis, one must also examine how language structuresfunction in the

child's speech'. For example, Hatch and Wagner-Gough (1975) found. that

language learners may acquire and use -ing (a progressive marker)

early, although they do not learn the full function of this form until

much. later in their language development.' The reason for this may be

that the young learner only understands limited semantic relationships:

It may also be .due to the fact that this form does ha' several semantic'

, functions in adult speech which may be too subtle for the young learner
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to perceive. We need to explore in muagrea r detail the relation-

ship between language function and language orm: whiCh fUnctions

appear first for certain forms_ and which are acquired later2__.L.__

.

In addition, we need to analyze linguistic and semantic

complexity for the SS/S preschool child to determine which tasks
Ft

will generally be Amantically_easier or more difficult forper/him

to .perform. This study should be longitudinal. Ultimately, such

findings should be applied to a BL/BC curriculum. We recommend that.

OCD -release funds for language research designed to explore the

relationship between form and function in language learning in

1 dren of bilingual potential.

Language - Processing Strategies

. How does a child s.if through language data and select
.

those forms that are linguisticallx easy and most useful .to him in

speech? It has been suggested that the learner uses a set of cognitive

and perceptual strategies to attend to certain features of linguistic

and semantic markers.. These-strategies are in turn checkedsby his own

linguistic and cognitive maturity. Hatch (1974) in second language

research and Slobin (1 973') in first language research have outlined

some of the ways these strategies operate. In brief they are

'1. Perceptual saliency of ajoirmilprms 'Which are easiest

.

to perceive in the stream of speech because they receive

stress, come at the ends of words or have salient

phonological properties will be learned first.

2. Number of formsthe-learner will begin with one,form

And'uie it to mark one function. Then s/he-will add

35
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others in correct ways (gener;lization), will

overgenerallze, and then usethe forms in variation.
,

Finally -s /he will sort out the. correct use.of each of-

the forms.

.3: Number of functions--if a form has only onefunpticin,

it hourd be easy-to learn; if it has many and if forms

erldp.i6 function,ittwill be more difficult.

Importance tb comhunication--if a form is not crucial

for communication*it will not appear in the initial

stages of acquisition.

5: Any combination of the variables 1 through 4 will make

the task more or less easy.

While it is true that not all children use all of these

strategies all of the time, these operating principles are useful

in explaining why some forms emerge early/and why some appear late.

However, at this stage of language research we are not able to

predict which,forms will usually appear first or why. This is
_ .

largely ,due to our lack of information about the relationship between

cognitive strategies and language growth. We need to continue

researching the relationship between linguistic and cognitive process- .

ing strategies and in the language development of the preschool SS/S

child. We reccumend that OCD release funds fpf research.in language

processing strategies in the SS/S'prescho.ol child. This research should

ultjmately tie'in with curriculum leveldpment and teaching strategy.

Appfied.Research in Bilingual/BiCbltural Education

At this point any teacher may well be protesting "How

3 6
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should Crelate all Aof this information to a BL/BC.preWool program?"

Her/his question is important.' We can not-fflake many definitive

statements without further research, but we can offer some suggestions'

for using some of the research findings that we have in a 81./BC

progriM.

For example:a preschool teacher will ,want to include a

.variety of language activities in the class that will provide occasion
.

for her/him and the students to use varied speech patterns. S/he

May want to increase the frequency of past, tense forms by telling

-Stories to the children in the 'past tense;- oc s/he may try to incorporate

less questionTanswer sequences into her teaching to encourae-more

a

student-initiated speech in the class. S/he may also want to. take the

children on field trips where theyhmay experience more language firms

. and language Models.
.

By becoming acquainted with the general developTntal

language sequences and language learning strategig, Or teacher will

dC least be aware of what to anticipate in the langauge development --*

of the child. rhe teacher will; for example, anticipate questions with

rising intonation prior toquestions with subject-verb inversions.

S/he criil anticipate what/gyp and where/donde questions before hy/

porque and now/euRdquestion<Refer to Padiila and Lindholm (in press)].
,

In aj,..1,:lun, s/he.t.ill want to actend to the function of these forms

in tne child's speech. The teacher wilt understand that children
. .

usually require time lo sort out the
4
pronoun system of each language

as* well as the forms of.to be 'and espr/ser: Iesum; s/he will have

a better understanding of the manner in which language is learned.

With this awareness the teacher shbuld be able to develop and evaluate

materials which are compatible with the chiteS level of language.

37
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proficiency.

While the language learner seems to attend to and acquire

certain linguistic patterns before others in her/hiypeech, this

does not necessarily mean that the teacher should, try torsimplify
*

ner/his speech in order to match it with the learner's own production.

Aaybe it is important for the learner to be exposed to some of Olt

potential 'of language whtle'simultangusly being given the chance to listen,

ignore,.test rules, sort thro4gh datp, delete, learn, ove6eneralize

aqd relearn language forms.. This it seems, is certainly one mist'

advantage of preschool BLApCgrograms. They,can serve as-testing

.grounds for the learner's speech.

Teachers, however, should not make the mistake of judging
MR.

what a learner knows solply on the basis of her/his own speech "

prodUction: Studies haveshown that it is important to know abOut

thechild's comprehension of language in the assessment of her/his

laiguage:abilities. Clearly, we need to inform the educators in
.11

preschdolBL/BC programs of the important gains made in language
v.%

4 .

research and of the possible ways language research can be applied to

...

, If 6L/BC education. We recommend that OCD create a )Mason between researhers

and educators by disseminating information in language, research to

, 4

preschools in a usable form. We further recommend that OCD provide

techilical assistance based on results to implement more operative

goals_for_preschool bilingual/bicultural education.

Differences in Lam-liar LearninA

0
Although we have discussed the similarities between children'

in their language development it is equally important that we attend

38
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to the differences in-this development. The teacher in the BL/BC

classroom_will also need to be aware of these differences in order

to be moresensitive to the speech patterns and learning strategies

of her individual. students. For example, there is a noticeable diff-
, .

..erence in children's language learning styles. Some learners, according

to, Hatch (1974), acquire language,in what appears to be a very systematic

languageprocess. They form language rules and consistently

apply them when organizing their production data._ At any point in 47.

their de'velopment,it is relatively easy for the researcher to describe

these Arles. Hatch calls such learners rule formers.

There are children, howeVer, who are more eclectic in their

approach to language learning. 'They seem to sweep everything they

hear into their speech,wfth no apparent order and sort the rules out

later. They defy researchers' attempts to describe their own. rules

in any terMs other than "free variation." These' learners are .referred

to by Hatch as data gatherers.

...While their strategies radically differ, [loth data gatherers
. v

.dnd rule formers do learn the rules of language. It may be that the

data gatherer is 'prone to try out new Wms verbally in order to hear

them and to establish semantic parameters for their use in his speech.

It is also possible that many patterns the learner uses in free

.variation serve as fillers until s/he learns the appropriate linguistic

form for4 the concept.' There tre other explanations that could be

offered. It is quite possible, too, that language learning style is

just another way we have of talking about cognitive style.

Krasheri (personal communication) claims that learning strategies

silay change with' age. He has suggested that Children acquire language

by trying to match their speech with the language in their environment

39
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and learn_ best when allowed to 'use their own indiVidual cognitive

devices and strategies in a new language environment. Past theage

of puberty, Krashen suggests, language is objectified.' Therefore,
'

the older learner"' relies more heavily on formal rules to organize' -her/

his language. Thus, We may infer that attempts to teach the young
. )

childa language will not be met With much,success. 'We need to a

determine if language teaching prd6ces any significant- effects on

the language learning progess. To date therrelationship between

language teaching and language learning has not been adequately

researched.

Besidesliifferences in learning strategies, ,there exists

differences in thexate in which children learn languages. Children

vary tremendously in.the rate they acquire language. Therefore, it is

impossible to talk about what .a BL /BC' child, should know by Abe .age,offive
.

in either Spanish or English`. . Norm setting is made even more

difficult h4 'the fact that iwe have no longitudihal studies on the $S /S

preschool child. However, we do have sufficient data (Brown, 1973;

Hatch, 1970) on English-spealiingchildren which show that by the age

of.4 Or 5, the monolingual child has.not mastered many of the complex

structures of the Englishlianguage and is unable to make some of the

finer discriminations betwegn language patterns. This

directly on BL/BC education for-the SS/S child. We can

the research on monolingual children that §S/S'dhildren

research bears

infer from

with SL/BC.,

potential will have accumulated an impressive amount of language

skills by the end of their BL/BC preschooling. However, they still

4.

will not have mastered either of their twoanguages. Ifwe strzngly.
believe in the value and importance of BL/6Cism, we need to establish

4

.'greater continuity between BL/BC pkeighool.progrtms and:elementary

40
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schools. We recommend that OCD ensure bilingual/bicultural development

. by'insisting on bilingual/bicultural educational continuity between

preschool, and elementary school.

One.idditional topic relevant to our discussion of language

learning is that of affective variables. Schumann (in press) has

suggested that these may play a greater role in determining overall

success in language development than variables associated with language

aptitude. For example, the learner's attitude towards speakers of

the target language c either enhance or inhibit language development.

These attitude are haped andmodified by the disposition of her/his

parents, siblings and peers towards tke target language. (See Section III).

The learner's attitudes may also be inA9enced by the teacher's attitudes

towards both the learner and the target 'language. (See Section II)..

Thus, an analysis of the learner's attitudestom rd the target language

and her/his motivation for learning thatlanguage may. be crucial to our

understanding of the complexities of language development. This research-

should include a control where'iS/S children and parents are not in

contaet with non-SS/S children and parents.

'Gardner and Lambert (.1972) have suggested that we can expect

to.find.differences in learning proficiency among learners based on

their motivation to learn the language. They assert that' proficiency

in a second language is dependent on the learner's desire to become

-a member of that ethnolfnguistic group. It fs an integrative

'motivation (desire tolearn more about the culture) rather than'an

instrumental motivation (desire to le;rn'the language for practical,

reasons) that results in better success in acquiring BL/BC skillS.

If this is true, we must find out whether children and parents in

4
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6pun preschools develop.Lategrative motivation. ,We also need to know

whether preschool personnel encourage both BL and BC integrative ,
N,. .

/

,

motivation. Studies shoutld be conducted to compare the attitude and

motivation of the preschool child who enters a monolingual (English-
,

speaking) eleme4ary school and the child who attends a BL/BC elewntary

school: A further question might be whether attitudes and motivation

change in the SS/5 child and parents by increased contact with either.

.monolingual. Spanish' or English children and adults. We recommend that

OCu.engAge in research with children, parents, siblings, peers, and

toacners. on attitudes toward BLACeducation and how these attitudes

si!api motiyational style of the preschool child with'4.,potential..

This research should be conducted with populations that are composed'

of both SS/S and non-SS/S:children and parents. Research on attitudes

and motivation in BL is.iiiiportant because of the conflicting argument

.presented by Macnamara (1973) who states that the i.mpotance of in-

tegrative motivation for' languagelearning may be overemphasized in the

literature.

WiP have made the claim that language. is learned i1 much

the same manner by aul children. We. have suggested that. frequency,

of a form, combined with its semantic function, its salienty and

linguistic complexity are important determinants-of acquisition. A'

form that is relatively easy to produce will be learned faster than

one which is more difficult. A form.Whose semantic fU'nction is cigar

.to the child will be learned faster than the form whose meaning is

ambiguous." All of these linguistic and semantic features are subject

to the Personality of the learner mid her/his learning style, be s/he a

data gatherer or a rule former, a verbif learner or a silent learner.

They are furtlitr modified by envirohmmal factors which shape

42'
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,

attitude and motivation for learning any language.

There are two. additional points especially relevant to

the SS/S child. "As-Lambert (1968) asserts, if two languages are

available in the home, it would be unfortunate not to capitalize on

the possibility that both languages can be stabilized early, that is,

the young child can comfortably learn both languages in childhood.

While Ervin-Tripp '(19e18) agrees with Lambert, she adds that part of

the issue of bilingualism is hi:v.4 much societal maintenance there will

be for the two languages. We believe- that not all children learn two

languages easily,. The reasons 'for this we believe, relate more

directly to affective variablessocial support or non-support, peer

atfitudes,.teacher attitudes,-cbmmunity attitudes, parental attitudes

and motivation--than to any inherent difficulty in learningthe

linguistic and conversational rules of two langauge syitems. Since

educational instttutions are dynamic socializing forces,, it is important

-

that BL/BC programs be developed within communities which want to

maintain bilingual skills. In accordance with this, BL/BC communities

must Nave access to information about bilingualism, hkit develops

and. how it is maintained. Information presented through the media

limAlOad to wiser decisions in regards to.BL/BC educatiop. Awareness

of what BLism is, how it develops and what.it can do for a child may

spur communities to request BL/BC programs for their schools and

to support tho:;c have been developed. Therein lies the hope .

for the continuation of such programs and th2rein lies the responsibility

of OCD. We recommend thatOCD assume the responsibility Of disseminating

educators.

onpiltupat/piculturakeducatignpintere'sted.parents and

43
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Bilingualism and Personality Formation

Little is kuon about the social-emotional adjustment of

BL/BC people. The popular consensus about the effects of early BLisM

on personality integration and emotional adjustment is that the BL

experience is detrimental. The literature suggests that the yOung

BL does not function well as an older child or adult, and tHat.s/he

is especially subject to failures in conflict resolution characterized

by a symptomatology for what is loosely called "alienation" or "anomie,"

but as Diebold (l968) has pointed out when this literature is examined

one col:anon etiological theme emerges:
. .

This is basically a crisis in social and personal identity

engendered antagonistic acculturative pressures dirested

on a bicultural community,by a sociologically dominant

monolingual ociety within which the bicultural community
.,

is stigmatize'd as socially.inferior, and to which its

bilingualism istorically viewed) is itself an assimilative

response. (P. 239).

tiThere is much tha would justify the claim' that the etiological theme

described by Diebold is especially approPiate for the SS/S in the

----lin-i--ted States (see Padilla and Ruiz, 1973). \

.1'
..

We have in other' sections of this paper discussed the

.

lack of a clear definition of what constitutes BCism and the develop

ment of BC skills. We have also indicated the near absence of l31./'BC

educational'objectives and curriculum materials for enhancing BCism

in rirescbool aged children. All offthis, coupldd with aleck of clear

research findings on the personality formation of BL/BC preschool.
A,

children, suggests to us that researchers and educators alike must
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devote more of their ttention to the BC component,in the preschool

program 'if we are to ensure the social-emotional' competency of SS/S
If.,

children enrolled in BL/ C educational prgOams. Accordingly., we

recommend,that OCD §olici .and support {'research pertaining to the

social. - emotional effects of biculturalism on preschool aged children.

This research should be longtudinal in nature and should seek to

establish the correlates between biculturalism and healthy social-

emotional personality formation. We also recommend that OCD

coordinate efforts between research4rs and educators in the design

and implementation of more refined bicultural curriculum materials

which will enhance the total social development of the bilingual/

bitultural. preschool child. The emphaiis here should be on the-

inclusion of those values in the curriculum that will enable the

BL/BC child to more easily mediate events and experiences in the two

cultural environments of the child.

Bilingualism and Cognitive Development

There has been,almost no research into the development of j

. correlated language-bas,ed cognitive behavior such .as concept formation

with preschool BL children. Whit literature is available suggests

that cognitive development may be facilitated in BL childrin. For

'dstance,in a study by Feldman and Shen (1971) a group of Spanish

surnamed Head Start children were tested on a series of Piagetian

cognitive tasks.. One half of the children were BL and the other half

were monolingual English- speaking. The tasks inv9lved object constancy

(the ability to recognize an object after its shape had.been altered

partially), naming (assigning nonsense labels, "wug" to'

45
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and observing the child's facilityin using both the proper label

as well as the nonsense 'label.), and ability to construct sentences

incorporating the names of three objects. The finding reported by _

'Feldman and Shen indicate that the BL children were superior to the

monolinguals on all three tasks. Of even greater relevance perhaps

is the fact that the BL children outperformed the monolinguals

21S2anitive tasks which invo)ved both language comprehension and

production. Similar findings were also reported by lanaco-Worrall

(1972) who studied Afrikaans/English speaking preschool children.
t-

Although there is -a glaring omission of research.on the

. relationship between Blism and higher cognitii/e behav or,.there is the

suggestion that when we consider, individual.Bis or gr of Its in

sociolingui*tic contexts where the,ir BL behavior (and/or BC background)

.does .not ascribe them lower status or'cultural marginality within a

larger monolingual community,they Outperform their monolingual peers.

In one of the best controlled studies 4-the literature, Peal and

Lambert (1962)-found in their Contrastive comVafison of carefully

.

matched monolingual and BL groups' that BLism is associated wittrand

may in fact facilitate significantly superior performances on both

verbal and nonverbal intelligence tests. Peal and Lambert conclude

that:

The picture that emerges of theFrench-English bilingual

in Montreal is that of a youngster whose wider experiences'

in two cultures have given,himpadvantages Which a monolingual

does not enjoy.. Intellectually his. experience with two

language systOis seems to have left him with'a mental

flexibility, i superiority in concept formation, and a

more divei-sified'set of mental abilities, in the sense that

46
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the patterns of abilities developed by-bilinguals were more

heterogeneous. . . In contrast, the monolingual appears to

have a more unitary structure of intelligence which he must

use for all types Of intellectual tasks.

On the basis of this scant, but extremely important,

literature on the relationship betWeen BLism and cognitive development,

we recommend that OCO 'sponsor a thorough investU2tion into, the .

\
correlates.between.eailj child bilingualism and cognitive development.

This research should ensure that BLism is operationally defined and

that children be matched on all sociolinguistic `variables in order

to avoid any confounding or misinterpretation. The importance of this

research-is that 'if it demonstrates a positive t7:01ationthip between

BLism and cognition,then many of.the Older hesitations-and fears

expressed by educators toward BL/BC education will be cleared away.

.We further recommend that OCI encourage the des,igning and implementation

of curricular materials which emphasize the cognitive domain of

preschool bilingualAtcuitural children. The designing of such materials

shogld be conducted in conjulpliOn with researCh'illii the relationship

between language and cognitive development. The implementation of '

such. mateeials should be done'with evaluative measures.built'into

the preschool BL/BC program.

Al
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In order to gather information concerning the specific nature

'of preschool BL/BC education in the United States, welinalyzed project

reports and summaries from programs throughout the nation. (The

interested reader is invited to refer to Appendix A where these reports

are summarized ,a.tabl form) In conjunction with our research

efforts we met with local preschool project coordinators, teachers and

program consultants and observed BL/BC preschool programs in Los

Angeles and Santa Barbara. What we found were schools with conscientious

dedicated personnel, SS/S parents who spoke favorably about the programs

and children who seemed happy in their BL/BC preschool classes. Bi-

lingual/bicultural prOgram personnel should be commended for their

efforts and their contributions to the SS/S community.

'We also discovered through our research that BL/BC education

in practice means many 'different things. While the objectives for

most programs may be similarly stated, there is a notable disparity

between these objectives and the means by which program personnel set

out to achieve them. Programs differ in their treatment of the language

and cultural component of BL/BC education, in their services to SS/S

parents, in their curriculum design, training program's, and evaluation

procedures.

Program Objectives

Bilingual education, we found, ranges in practice from fifteen

minutes of Spanish per day to balanced instruction in both Spanish and

4 8
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English,(please refer to Appendix A). Were are such a variety of

extremes 'and in- betweens that it is imposOble to.stimarize all of the

postible combihations. Because of such wide - ranging inconsistencies

in the treatment of the language component-in BL/BC preschool programs,

we believe that the term "bilingual eduC'ation".is one that is little

understood. Support for this claim is to be found in the notable

absence of a definition pf bilingualism and.bilirigualeducatiori in

. the programs we analyzed. This lack of,a clear statement of purpose

on the part of program persorinel'has led to irregularity in program

uosiun and program evaluation procedures.

/

Another mportant aspect of these programs that appears

to be little understood concerns the cultural' component. By and large

most of the programs studied do not have a clear conceptualization

of what direction the cultural tfairlIng should take. Is singing

songs in two languages reinforcing biculturality in the childrerif

Or should culture` be defined by the introduction of history and the obser-

vance of holidays and other special events? More important, perhaps,

is the question of defining culture in terms of value4ystems and

asking whether preschool childreNcan be-taught valies. Ultimately,

educators will haVle to better specify the bicultural component of

theirprograms.

The amount and nature of parental involvement in BL/BC

prescaool programs also varies along a continuum. In some programs

11Darents participate in the design and implementation of a curriculum.

In some programso parents are required to attend classes with their

childreh so that_they may learn strategies for teaching the youngster.

In other programs parents are invited to participate on a daily basis

or,
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but regular participation is not mandatory.

From,this analysis of program reports and first hand

observation of programs, one overriding question emerges: What it

WM preschool education for? Is tt to instruct parents in techniques.

for verbally and cognitively stimulating their children? Iszdit to
.

prepare the child in' the' social and linguistic skills necessary for

entering elementary school? Is it tp crdte,cultural awareness and
1

pride among children and their parents? Is it to help the child truly

develop and maintain both languages? The objectives for all of, the

programs studied sugiiest that BL/BC preschool education encompasses.

all of these goals in varying degrees, but no one has yet attempted to

determine whether or not this set of objectives is.the same for parents,

teachers, and the community. Until we arrive at an explicit set of

program objectives, we will continue to drift with BL/BC education along

an uncharted course. However, whose-responsibility is it to articulate

these.program objectives?

Bdtause of the tremendous variation between -SS/S communities,

the personnel within-each BL/BC preschool should have the responsibility

of designing objectives suited to their own programs. .These objectives

Should be bases on the specific needs of the SS/S community, parents,

and children served by the B/BC preschool. In the design of these

explicit prograni objectives preschool 'personnel .should be assisted

by a regional team of experts, who collectively Nye expertise in t:

areas of BL/BC education, child development, sociolinguiWcs,

evaluation research and BL/BC curriculum development. Thisteam of

experts would assist in the design' of an explicit .;.ot of objectives

specifically tailored to tlfe needs of each preschool program. In

OM.
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'addition, this team of regional experts would serve' as consultants

on a continuous basis to the BL/BC preschool programs assigned to

their region and would assist with all facets of these programs..

Accordingly, we recommend that OCD'provide to SSIS communities

a regional team of expertg with collective expertise in biliuyal/biCultural

education, child development, sociolinguistics, evaluation research

and bilingual /bicultural curricula development to assist preschool personnel_

with all facets of their bilingual/bicultural preschool program. They

would assist:in the design of explicit program objectives, the development

of curriculuo to implement these objectives and tI4 design of 'a methodology

for program evaluation and research. In order to perform these tasks,

this team, of experts would have at their disposal a mobile materials

library equipped with the necessary materials for assisting the BL/BC

presc000ls assigned to their region. We therefore extend the previous

recommendation by recommendiqg that OCO provide the necessary support

rt

to ensure that each team of regional Iperts be supplied with a mobile

materials liktraly equipped with the materials needed, to effeetivelv
. .

serve their assignedireschoOl programs.

Curriculum

Presently, the majority of preschool teachers and personnel

develop their own. materials-or find it necessary to modify commercial

preschool curriculum materiali (refer to Appendix A). Moreover, it

is generally acknowledged that there is a lack of expertise in curriculum

planning at the preschool level. (Cireno Rodriguez, personal communication)..

Ini addition, the immediate demands of each day limit the amount of
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time available for the planning'and development of a:Zurriculum

(Evi McClintock, personal. communication). 4n accordance with the

preceeding set of recommendations, we recommend that OCD_provide

expertise and technical assistance to'bilingual/bicultural preschool

program personnel. for the development of curriculum materials suited

to the specific needs of their program. Thts technical assistance

would be provided by the members of the regional team of experts

ass fined to each preschool.

There is also a recognized need for- preschool 8L/BC

materials' designed specifically for SS/S subgroup children.\ Addressing
\

this,need, we recommend that OCD support the development of\bilingual/-

bicultural curriculum materials for the SS/S subgroup children in

preschool jprogams. 'Samples of all materials for use with SS/S

subgroup childr0 should be found in all mobile material libraries

referred to in an earlier recommendation.

Training Programs

Teachers and program directors are likely to have a funda-
.

mental 'affect on the successor failure of a 814Cpreschool`.1 To the

extent possible teacher selection should give priority to the training

and eMployment of teachers from the SS/S community. Training programs

should be designed to sensitize all SS/S and non-SS/S preschool

personnel to the cultural values and language use patterns in the

community served by their preschool. This may be accomplished

by using techniques such as those.proposed.by Ramirez and-Castgeda

(1974) for sensitizing teachers to their students. Another techniqbe

especially for non-SS/S personhel would be,to place teachers and program
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directors with families in'the community served by the preschool:

This method has been successfully used by the University of Massachu-

setts in its teacher training program (Scott, 1974). Training

programs must also be designed to familiarize teachers and program

personnel with educationatheory, research methodology, and curriculum

design. Just s- portant, program personnel should be given instruction

in specific teaching techniques to use with SS/S preschool childrtn.

The application of research findings to the classroom

through effective teaching techniques is a primt,area for research.

We need to know more about what can and can not Oe taught at
.

preschool level and what techniques are effective for teaching SS/S

parents and children. Therefore, we recommend that OCD support

research to develop effective teaching strategies for use with bilingual/

bicultural preschool children and pa&nts.

At present most preschools are provided with inservice

training programs (refer to Appendix A). Such, training programs are

valuable since they maximize the possibility of tailoring the training

to specific preschool programs. We support and'encourage the continuation

of inservice training programs. In addition, we recommend that inservice
.4

training programs be one of the services provided by the-regional team

of experts. In thii manner inservice training programs may be controlled

for quality. More importantly, they will become part of the coordinated

effort to' provide assistance to preschools in all aspects of,their programs.

Teacher Credentials

For many SS/S children and parents their first contact with

the educational system will be within a BL/BC preschool program. This
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A

initial contact will most likely shape the attitudes ana expectations

of these parents an/Children toward subsequent educati'onal programs.
4

Because of the important role accorded the teacher InYat/3C OesChool,:

it is necessary that s/he be credentiAled. Accordingly, there should -

be several option_available to the teacher who needs to obtain

credentials, Credentials should be awarded to those teach4rs whb
* -

nave- successfulty.tompleted an Approved 131./BC preschooltraining

6 program at a university or college., Credentielshcluld alsq be awarded
.

. . ;
to those BL/BC,preschoo) teachers who have demonstrated t.he necessary, ..

\. . .

4 . . . ' 4.

\\competencies within the preschool setting as judged by qualified in-\
,.. .

,,

service training personnel. So that teachers maybe awarded ant.
.

preschool eredentialstwe recommend'that OCP support efforts to creciential.

4 bilipsiALbAultural:_prescW teachers. N.

W v
A

Eva)pation° %rip

Why evaluate? Evaluations se ve to guide funding,Agencies
2

and program personnels in their decisions regarding program objectives

and the design of a curriculum to implement those objectives. Evaluations'

also help to ensure that participants in 'BL /BC preschool programs are

rdpeiving quality instruction.' John and Horner(197.1) have described

program evaluation in"th; following. manne,.:

In all educational progrdins, testing has' two purpsed: individual

A

pupil assessment and 'overall program evaluation. Of necessity
.

these' two objectives coincide.. In order.to determine whether,

specific educational practices have effected chailges in group

performance, it is necessary tb ascertain what modifications in

individual performance have occurred. Assessment models used

54
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in' evaluating educational programs include experimentarand

control groups, student pre-.and post-intervention performance

and comparison of records in an entire school during. an innovative

approach with similar student records of a previous year.

Effective evaluation procedures require the selection of a

population to evaluate the articulation of a specific set of

measurable objectives and the choice of techniques to be used in

the assessment of these program objectives. (P. 142)

In this section we will provide the reader with an overview

of the typesof evaluation conducted in BL/BC preschool programs..

Ouring this discussion the reader will be referred to Appendix A

where 'various program evaluation procedures are summarized in table
4

form.

The most systematic evaluati-en-effort-ambrffehoof programs

ha16-Erien carried Out by means of compliance measures, using performance

-standards established by OCU in 1973. This reporting device consists

of a series of questions asking whether or not preschool programs include

activities in their curriculum relating to the total development of

the preschool child and his parents. In the areas of language and

culture,, for example, programs are asked if they have a written plan

for BL/BC education, or if parents and communitxmemberS are involved

in the classroom. Questions are asked in a similar manner about programs

within the school that pertain to health, nutrition,' children,

parents and the'community.

While a compliance report may serve to monitor programs in

a limited fashion, it is not ap instrument designed for either in-

dividual pupil assessment or overall program evaluation. Therefore,

5
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it cannot provide us with information On the effect specific educatiomal

practices have had on the *Performance (or behavior)of.preschool

participants. Furthermore, it does nbt permit us to compare programs

in order to deterOne which are more or less effective., In sum, a

compliance measure is not a substitute for-an effectieevaluation

program. j*Accordingly, we recommend that'OCD fund bilingualibIcultural

preschool programs that have an evaluatioh*and.testing cbmponent built

Onto their' curriculum. .

- Many preschool progrA personne have included some form of-
.

evaluation in their curriculum (refei to Appendix A). By ,and large

these evaluation efforts have only been directed toward the assessment

of student performance. EvaluatiO6 techniques, have included informal

observations, questionnaires, pre- and post-testing with criterion

reference_instruments, and the administration of standardized tests.

The changes in performance, as measured by these evaluation instruments

and techniques, are discussed in the annual program reports submitted_

- to funding agencies.

Despite the availability of program reports, we know very little

about the effects of BL /BC preschooling on the child and his parents.,

Our knowledge is limited by the lack of evaluative research in preschool

41V--

programs conducted in accordance with educational research methodology.

This lack of a scientifically based research methodology is reflected

at all levels of program evaluation procedures. We have already discussed

the fact'that most preschool programs do not have a curriculum based' 10

on a set of clearly articulated measurable objectives (refer to Appendix A).

. .

A program objective such as "to develop bilingual/bicultural skills,"

for example, is not an objective that can be measured without an
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operational definition of what constitutes bilingualsi and biculturalism.

However, this objective is not atypical of the objectives for BL /BC

preschool programs. The majority of preschool personnel do not

articulate operational objectives in their goals for SS/S parents and

children in their programs. Accordingly, we recommend that OCD only

fund bilingual/bicultural programs that have clearly articulated and

meAurable prb.gram objet-gives.

Once the program objectives have been defined, instruments may

be developed or selected to assess the specific components of the

desired behavior. In the case of preschool BL/BC programs, the

problems of
,

conducting meaningful evaluative studies are compounded

by the lack of adequate assessment instruments for SS/S children and

parents. For example, while there are a number of Instrument that d'

4

purport to measure language p'fonnance in preschool children, there are

few cultural measures. Therefore, we recommend that OCD support. the

develupoent of innovative techniques for assessing cultural knoWled

and the extent of biculturalism in children and their parents.

While we were able to find descriptions of a few cultural

instruments and many-more language evaluation instruments,we found it

difficult to locate critical reviews of these instruments. The most

thorough critical reviews we did locate were in a manuscript prepared

by consul 6ots for the Bilin:;Ual Education Unit in Albany (see Multi-

lingual Assessment Program, 1975). -However, this manuscript does not

include critical evaluations of all instruments currently used with

preschool children. Therefore, we recommend that Op) cffurts

to critically evaluate all instrum-nts and measures used to a.;.;1,:,s

the SS/Sprekchool 11K..se critical i.'evievis should ix,
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available to all preschool personnel through the mobile unit proRosed

in an.earlier recommendation.

Because testing provides just one more avenue for labeling

or islabeling a child-at an early age, the need for readily available

critical reviews of all tests and instruments is unquestionable. The

need becomes more apparent when discussing some of the evaluation

instruments themselves. There ire problems in- the design' of these

measures that apply 'to all preschool children. In the area of language

assessment, for instance, there are two types of instruments used at

tn...1 preschool level. One type, the Carrow Auditory :rest for Language

-Comprehension, for example, measures langdage comprehension. //Zother

type of'insteument,such as that developed by thg Southwest Cooperative

.Educational Laboratory (SWCEL), measures language production Wills,

In and of itself, neither instrument is an adequate measure of language

ability To elaborate, comprehension tests do.not measure the child's

ability to produce the target language. Grammar vocabulary and
,

pronunciation tests, on the other hand, do not adequately assess the

child's overall ability to communicate: In fact, only one language

measurer the Bilingual Syntax Measure,,dlictts nil:oral speech from the

cuild. Other instruments require that the child, An her/his response

to test questions use complete sentences; ignoring the fact that this

does not refieclanguage form in natural communication. Researchers

such as Cohen (in press) have called for yore
,

varied language tests- -

multidimensional instruments that integrate a variety of skills
\

related to language use and the child's ability to ifoth encode and

decode information in free speech. Therefore, we recommend that OCD

support efforts to develop innovative techniques to develop instruments
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to measure the language and communication skills of preschool

SS/Schjld.
Yr

Anotherl 'set. of problems associated with testing instruments

for the SS/S child/is related to the common practice of adapting a

test to an SS/S population that was originally designed for d

.-standardized on a non-SS/S population. For example,°the two most

communly_used instruments in the preschool program summarized in

Appendix A (The' Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, and the Metrodolitan

Readiness Test) have not been standardized on SS/S subgroup children.

Thdc is-, a representative sampleofthese SS/S children has nut been

incluued in the population on which the test was standardized. Thus,

norms for these tests are not appropriate for assessing the performance

of the SS/S child. .TranSlating tests from English to Spanish is

another common technique 'for adapting 'tests to the SS/5 population.

However, as Padilla and Ruiz (1973) claim, too little attention has

been given to the subtleties involved in translating from one language

. to another. Translations, for example, may obscure meaning especially

if the translator fails to-select colloqualisms which communicate

more effectively than standar'd Spanish translations. Platt and Diaz

(1975) who analyzed tie Spanish translated versions of the PPVT

(Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test) found that translation had altered

the levels of test item difficulty. An additional problem not to

be overlooked in the standardized tests currently used with SS/S

children is. that of cultural bias: More specifically, this bias may-be

seen in the inclusisn of information Items that may be unfamiliar to

-some SS/S Childrer\ Because of.theproblems.of adaptingcommonly used

evaluation instruments for the SS/5 child; we recommend that'OCD

support efforts to develop' and standardize evaluation instrumenis
5 9
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for the SS/S preschool child.

In addition to the need for experimental research in preschool

programs,- there 'IS a recoghized need forbasic research to be Eondutted

within BL/BC prgschbols. For example, in some project reports there

are indications that SS/5 children enter the BL/BC preschool as

Spanish-speaKei, but after two years, these same children prefer to

Usa 01j110;at school. 'We need basic sociolinguistic research to

examine the variables contributing to this possible shift in language
61,

. use 1.*;.;una SS/S children; Until 'such research is systematically

conducted, -we can only speculate on'the possible explanations for

cot.; soift. One explanation may be that the shift is due to tha

proyrab curriculum. Children will not continue to use Spanish at

scnool when it is built into the curriculum for only a few minutes
a

a day. The shift may likewise reflect parental attitudes towards

bilingual education. Parents may;.ir fact, see.bilingual training as

a means of developing'English.skills and proficiency in their children.

This is documented by the evaluation report from Santa Barbara where

one of the teachers who al'Aays spoke Spanish to the children' pet with

resistance from parents wo insi3.-.11A that their children needed to

learn Englisn. The shift may reflect changing language patterns in

toe home as well. Politzer RaMirez (1975) have found that if

Spanish is not maintained-in the home, ton child will begin td favor

Lnglish, even thoug'.; ..!orolled in 'a BL/BC program. We have little
.

infonaation on iihat :,ArzntS expect from BL/BCprograms, how these

expect4ions, may influence language shift or language maintenance in

:Ireschool and' how these expectations vary with time tire spent i6

the prograhi. Such information is crucial to the effective implementation

of BL/BC education.

S.
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An equally important question that-apparently hat not been

addressea by program administrators is whether parenfal,expectations

differ between immigrant SS/S parents and first or later generation

SS/S-parents. ,We have some indication that parents do differ in

%expectations when this variable is considered. What- is riedessary is a

refinement of this issue in the design of progtams, especially when

pa is are encouraged to participdte in policy making and program

implementation. We recommend that OCD release funds- for a survey

of parental 'attiudes'and expectations towards bilinnuat/biculural

preschool programs. Or concern is whether these attitudes caange

with the enrollment of their children in bilingual/bicultural preschool

programs and whether there att generational differences in attitudes.

BecaUse teachet attitudes and' expectations may likewtse influence

the effectiveness of °a SL/BC program, we recommend that OCO fund

rests for assessing,teacher expectations with. regards to bilingual/

bicultural ,preschool programs .,Without belaboring the pc:int, a set

of tolc-cesearch questions can also be aiked about Cognitive deielop-

ment and changes in socialization among children as a f4nction of

exposure to preschool BL/BC programs. .Research questions pertaining

to the areas of language And'cognitive groWth as well as social and

emotional development have been discussed at-length in section III and

IV of this paper. Because of the need for basic-research in these
.

areas. We recommend that OCO support research programs designed

to measure the effects of bilingual/bicultural presehooling on the

child and SS/S family in the areas of.attitudes, socialization, cognitive

growth, and language use. These and Similar basic research programs

within BL/BC preschools would be regulated for quality -by the regional

'71
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As we have demonstrated, it is important that BL/BG4preschool

programs be designed to complement the needs of the specific communities

they serve. 'We have recommended that a regional team of experts

work in conjunction with preschool .program personnel to help them

assess "the needs of their community and to design a program specifically

addressing those needs. ,This 'regional team would further assist .

program personnel in all facets of their program: defining explicit

measureable objectives; planningand developing a curricujumi evaluating

the program, and recommending areas for basic research witdin the

program. This regional team of experts would be provided with a

lobile library unit which would contain information on BL/BC education

and materials specific to BL/BC education fbrtli6lpreschool child. In

sum, this regional team would serve to implement effective BL/BC

programs.at the community level.

We also recognize the need for amore coordinated effort to

provide quality BL/BC.preschooling to SS/S communities. This need is

definable in terms of efficiencyoeffe.ctiveness and economics. To

elaborate, program personnel and regional experts could operate with

greater efficiency and effectiveness and less cost if they had access

to a central source housing all information pertaining to BL/BC education.

This central source, or clearinghouse, would enable those developing
Yo,

their own preschools to draw upon the collected efforts and findings of

others. Accordingly, we recomIgnd that OCD establish a central-clearing-
.

house to collect-and disseminate all informationpertaining to bilih9ual/

bicultural education. This clearinghouse would'both serve and be set.T

by, the proposed regional team of-eperts, the BL/BC programs 'themselves

and by researchers and scholars studying BL/BCism; In accordance with the

6°
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recommendation to provide coordinated and systematic guidance to SS/S

communities and BL/BC preschool programs, we recommend that OCD

establish a national policy task force to design and implement a

national policy for bilingual/bicultural preschool education.

,

.

Y

I
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VI.

Recommendations

In this state-of-the-art review and strategy paper we have:

(1)' _examined the literature pertaining to BL/BC preschool education

for the SS/S child; (2) assessed existing BL/BC preSchool programs;

and (3) conferred with those persons interested in the education of.
the SS/S preschool child and her/his parents. On the basis of our

1

findings we urge that OCD demonstrate its commitment to preschool

bilingual/bicultural education by adequately funding programmatic

development and research activities. The specific program and reseacii

recommendations follow. Each recommendation As listed as it appears in

the text and included is the page number on which it can be found.

We recommend that:-
ti

1.) Op institute a policy of openly supportiqg

preschool bilingual/ bicultural education for

the SS/S population. (p.10)

2.) OCD in conjunction with experts in preschool

bilingual/bicultural education take a leadership

role in articulating a national policy pertaining

to the objectives of preschool bilingual/bicultural

education, teacher training, curriculum develop-
.

ment, and evaluative techniques. (p.11)

3.) OCD in articulating this national policy

'recognize the intra- and intercultural diversity

in their sponsorship of bilingual/bicultural

edkational programs. (p.11)

6 Li
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4. OCD encourage research into specific child

rearing practices of SS/S parents and how

these practices affect the social and

emotional competencieg_of the chil4<(p.16)

5.) Research be conducted to determine how

schooling of children alters child rearing

practices and family relationships.. (p.16)

6.) Research that examines the role parents

expect themselves and their children to

assume toward teachers and schooling. (p.17)

7) OCD support the study of parental attitudes

and expectations prior to (hiring, and ,

following their children's exposure to

bilingual/bicultural schooling. (p.20)

8.) Paredts be assessed for their attitudes of

what constitutes the critical aspects of

culture that they would like strengthened

in the bicultural component of programs and

that these .cultural acpPcts be incdrportted

into the curriculum. (p.20)

9.) Research be directed at deterMining the range

of community' attitudes and expectations toward--
.

bilingual/bicultural education as well as

0

increasing the community's role in setting

educational policy. (p.21)

65
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10.) On the basis of information gathered

that OCD promote the deiejopment of mech:

anisins for facilitating parental and

community policy making involvement so

as to guarantee the active educational

advocacy and impactof Parents 'a'nd other

community members. (p.21)

11.) OCD encourage research on those social-

zation variables which affect, promote and

maintain the cultural and self-attributed,

ethnic identity of children. (p.22)

12. OCD fund both longitudinal and experi-

mental research for the purpose of

gathering comprehensive data on the

language development of the preschool

SS/S child: (p.26).

13.) OCD fund language research conducted within

existing bilingual /bicultural preschool

programs, examining the effects of

bilingual education on language growth and

maintenance. (p.28)

14.) OCD fund projects which will examine adult-:

child and child-child.discourse patterns,

to determine if conversational patterils may

differ in each of these dyad situations and

how the child learns linguistic and semantic

concepts in the art of discourse. (p.30)
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-15.) OCD release funds for language research

designed to explore the relationship bet-

ween form and function in languaw learning

in children'of bilinguaf potential. (p.31)

16.) OCO release funds for research in language

processing strategies in SS/S preschool

17.) OCD create a liasonbetween researchers
1

and educators by disseminating inform-

etion in language research to preschools

Page 63

4
in a usable form. (p.34)

18.) OCY prov nicaltassistance based

on results to implement more operative

goals for preschool bilingual/bicultural

4.. education; (p.34)

19.) OCD-insure bilingual /bicultural develbp-

ent by insisting on bilingual/Bicultural

ducational continuity between preschool

and elementary school. (p.37)

20.) OCD engage in research With children, parepts,

siblings, peers; and teachers qp attitudes

toward bilingual/bicultUral education and how

these, attitudes shape the motivStional style

of the preschool child with bilingual potential. .0. .

(p.38)

21.) OCD assume the responObility of disseminating

information on bilingual/bicultural education

67- t
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to interested parents and educators.,(p.39)

22.) OCO solicit and support research pertaining
.

to the social-emotional effects of Ocultural-

ism on preschool aged children. (p.41)

23.) OCD coordinate efforts between researchers

mi_Jaducators to .the design and implementa-

tion of more refined bicultural curriculum

Materials which will, enhance the-total

social development of the bilingual/

. bicultural preschool .child. (p.41)

.

24.) OCD sponsor a thorough investigation into

the correlatesbetween,early,child bilingual-

ism and-cognitiVe development. (p.43)

25.) OCD encourage the designing and implementatiod

0 .

of curricular materials which emphasize the

cognitive .domain of preschool bilingual/

bicultural children. (p.43)

26.) OCD provide to SS/S communities a regional

team of experts with collective expertise.

in bilingtial/bicultural education,,child

development, sociolinguistjcg, evaluation .

research and bilingual/bicultut:al curricula

ddvelopmen1 to assist preschool personnel

. with all facets of their bilingual/bicultural

A preschool program. (p.47)

27.). OCD provide the necessary support to ensure that
) .

each team of regional experts be suppliedtmith

a mobile materials library equipped with the
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materials needed, to effectively serve

.their assigned preschool programs. (p.47)

28.) OCD.provide expertise and technical

assistance to bilingual/bicultural preschool

program personnel for the development of

curriculum materials suited to the specific

needs of their program. (p.48)

29.) .0CD support the development of bilingual/ .

'bicultural curriculum materials for the

:SS /S subgroup children in preschool prograMs.-'

(p.48)
a

30.) OCD support research to develop effective

teaching strategies for use with bilingual/

bicultural preschool children and parents.

(p.49)

31) Inservice training programs be one of the

services provided by. the regional team of

expertS. (p.49)

32.) OCD support efforts to.credential bilingual/

bicultural preschool teachers. 1p.50)

332) OCD fund bilingual/bicultural preschool programs

. that have an evaluation and testing component

built into their curriculum. (p.52)

34.) OCD only fund bilingual/bicultUral programs

that have clearly articulated and measurable

program objectives. (p.53)

.
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35.) OCD support the development of innovative

techniques for assessing-cultural knowledge

and the extent of biculturalism in children
4,

and their parents. (p.53)

36.) OCO support efforts to critically evaluate

all instruments and measures used to assess

the SS/S preschool child. (p.53).

37.) OCD support efforts to develop innovative

techniques to develop instruments to measure

the language and communication Skills of

the preschool SS/S (p.55)

38.) OCD support efforts to develop and standard-

ize evaluation instruments for the SS/S

preschool child. (p.56)

39.) OCO release funds for a survey of parental

attitudes and expectations towards bilingual/

'bicultural preschool programs. (p.57)

40.) ,OCD-fund projects for assessin teacher

expectations with regards to bcingual/.

bicultural preschool programs. (p.57)

41. OCD support research'pragrams designed to

measure the, effects of bilingual/bicultural

preschooling on the child and SS/S family.

in the areas of .attitudes, socialization,

4-

cognitive growth, and language use. (p.57)

42.) OCD establish a central nghouse to

collect and disseminate all information

7
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pertainin9 to bilingual/bicultural education.

(p.58)

A3..) OCO establish a national policy tasl orce to

design and implement a national policy for

bilingual/bicultural preschool ?hducation. (p ;59)

7,1
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PROJZCT TYPE RE5CARCH

'; Title VII Programs
with preschodri:

California

1974 - 1975

1)Upper Valley Inter-,
cultural Program
Placer County, Office
of Education

2)A BL/BC Model Early
Childhood Education
Program
Fountain Valley High
.School District

3)Early Childhood Bilin-
pal Education
Sacramento City Unified
School District

Student Achievement
2nd language learni
Internal Evaluation and
External contract audito
evaluated components.
Project development and
comffunity instruction.

Programs evaluated by
Pre -Post. Internal

'evaluator & Educational
Testing Service.

Evaluated by principal,
teachers, teacher's
'assistants. Both oral
and writtan.INTERHAL
Evaluator. Pre, post, use
of control group &
criterion comparison.

1 )Bil ingual Syntax

Measure
2)Saber Espaiiol
3)Teacher observati

Field Tested & Modified:
1- )Fountain Valley

Bilingual Affect-Test
2)Basic Skills:Test

0,

Gains in both' languages
by students of both
cultures..,



i1./ UC COMPONLOIS

Land

Z TIHE_& SUBACT ARLAS
\

tbf Time: Instruct in
dominant language, then
in second language.

Subject Areas: Reading,
oral language develop-
ment, social studies --.

dative language. then
utber-'

OICULTcomponent: History
,%,ind culture.

Subject areas:- All
c'ontebt_areas taught in
both

op
tl

MATLIIIALS'

and
CURRICULUM .'

TcACDER & AIDE QUALITY PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT REFERENCE

Materials- project In-service training.
developed 'commercial Te s and aides.
ly produced. Developed
Social Studies guide
for Kindergarten and
first grade;-History7&
Culture,of Mexico for
2nd grade.' Will develop
SSL, Kindergarten thru
-3rd crade curriculum
guide, ESL activity
guide.

Parental Advisory grou.ps
organize meetings,fiestas,
evaluation of progress.

riaterials adopted .1 In-service training.
commercially: 'Primary Teachers and aides.
curriculum guide

Parental Advisory'Groups,
class visits, parpt.
training, constrUggion of
teaching aids .

*Title VII ESEA BL/BC
Projects.
1973-1974 ,

(*Refers to all the
Title VII projects.
summarized below)

Development of Teachers
Oanual.-

Pareatil Advisory Group,
PrograM pkanning, evalua-
tion claSs'demonstration.

11,



PROJECT DEF :ni

El)

cl

1./BC E

OBJECTIVES
TYPE:REEARCH INSTRUMENTS

RECOMMENDATIONS
and

FINDINGS

4)Spanish Dame
BLBC Project
Santa Clara County
Office of Education
(Preschool).

5)BL/BC Education Program
Santa Ana Unified
School District

6)Media Peserch & Evalua-
tioli-Center

San Ysidro School
District

Evaluation: Pre - Post
with project developed
and-commercial tests.
By Center, for Planning
and Evaluation.

)

I

Develop own measure
devices. Evaluation of
2nd language learning
'with criterion reference
test. Self concept
measure with own
instrument. Ongoing
; evaluation by Internal,
i Evaluator.

Evaluation: Pre - Post,
External Auditor.

1)0tis-Lennon Test
2)Metropolitan Achieve-

ment .Test

3)Cooperative Primary
Test

4)Inter-American Series
,(Spanish & English)



. BL/BC'COMPONEWTS

I % TIME & SUBJECT AREAS
and

MATERIALS
and

0.IRRICULUM

*TEACHER & AtUE QUALITY
y

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT REFERENCE

Subject Areas: English.

and Spanish for social

and emotional develop-
ment, sensory skills,
thinking skillsand
language development.

Subject Areas: All

areas in Spanish and
English.,

Develbp 2 year 'daily.

Curriculum for pre-,
school and kindergarten
in Spanish and ESL.
Also commercially
prod-uced

Project developed and
.Commercial.

If

Pre 4nd,in-service
training for teachers,
and paraprofessionals.

Project developed and
produced, Working on:
long - range. research and

evaluation design for
bilingual'programs,

In-service training.

I

In-serviWtraining, pre-
service training,

Parent ldvisory Group
specific programs, social

events.

Parent Advisory/In-service
training proposal contri-
butions, conferences and
workshops.

Parent Advisory Board
Meetings.

0

*Title VII ESEA BL/BC
Projects

1973-1974
(*Refers to all the
Title VII projects
summarized below)

*



PROJECT

New Mexico

DEF OF DL /DC ED

and
AJECTIVES.

TYPE RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS
RECOMMENDATIONS

and

FINDJNOS

1)Bilingual Early
Childhood Program
Clovis Municipal School

. and Portales Municipal
Schools

Texas

1)Bilingual Education
Program
San Felipe Del Rio
Consolidated School
District..

2)Programa-kn Do? lenguas
Fort Worth Independ#nt
School District

2nd language learning
evaluated by pre - post
of Standard language
test (Spanish & English).
Scholastic Readiness
Test. Self concept,peer
group interaction.
,Evaluated by Adobe
Educational Service.

Achievement in 2nd
language learning.
Internal evaluator.

l)PPVT(Spanish & English)
2)Bessell & Palomares

Developmental Profiles
3)Wanda Walker Readiness
Test for Disadvantaged
Preschool children

1)Pruebas de Fin de Arlo
2)Stanford Achievement
3)PPVT
4)Teacher evaluation &

questions

I

1 1

Achievement in 2nd.
language learning a -nd

academic progress mea-
sured. Pre '- post tests.
Internal evaluator.

i

I

1

1

1

1.

1

1 )Stanford Achievement
gcwa Test of Basic
Skills
)TOBE & Peabody Tests
)Inter-american Series



lab

BL/Be CDMPONEAIS_

and

TINE SUBJECT AREAS

MATERIACS
and

CURRICULUM

Subject AtTis; All in
Spanish'and

.

Sdbject.Areas: All

content areas taught in
both.

SubjectTreas: Spanish-
SSL, language, math,
social studies, reading,
writing.
English-:SL, basal read-
ing,-Englishreadiness.,
-mathwriting.and spell-
ing.

Parent/Child Toy Lending
Library. Developed
parental and language
materials.

Adapted commercial.

TEACHER & AIDE QUALITY

. ,

Pre- and In-service
training.

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT *REFERENCE

Parent Advttory.Training
in use of materials.

Parent Advisory Groups,
class demonstration,
teaching aids.

Project developed and
produced. Developed own
units for Pre-kindergar-
ten, kindergarten, first
second and third,grade
and a readiness test in
Spanish.

Ank

7414.11.)1,

Parent Advisory Groups..
Social events, class
visits, suggestions.

*Title VII ESEA BL/BC.
Projects
1973-1974
(*Refers to all the
Title VII projects
summarized below)

*

a



PROJECT
DEF OF BL/BC ED

and
'OBJECTIVES

TYPE RESEARCH INS'RUMENTS
RECOMMENDATIONS

and
FINDINGS

i:-
,

.

3)Early Child Learning
Center Bilingual
Program
Galveston Independent
School District

4)Bilingual Early Child
"Education Project
Alamo Heights
'Independent School

. District
.

,

.

Arizona

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Achievement measured in
2nd language learning
in academic program.

.

.

.

Achievement measured,
in 2nd language learning,
academisc progress.

.

x.

,

.

2nd language learning.

.

1)Tests of Basic
Experience (Spanish &
English)

2)TOBE
3)Preschool Attainment

Record
4)Minnesota IQ Test.
5)Osereteky Tests of
Motor Proficiency

6)Mastery Tests of SEDL
Curriculum

l)Carrow Language Tests
(Spanish & English)

2)Stanford Achievement..
3)Me.tropolitan Readi-.

ness Test
4)Inter-AmeriCan Series

Test of General
Ability

.

1)POE Kindergarten &
Kindergarten Pre -
Post Test (POE
scholastic inventory),

2)Language assessment
Test

3)Inter-American ries

.1 ,

.

.

.

.

.

1)BL/BC Project
Tucson School District
0 .

i

,

.



UL/ BC COMPONENTS

and

5 TIME.& SUBJECT AREAS

Subject areas: Spanish
and English in visual
auditory, motor,ianguage
ideas. arid concepts.

Subject areas:
arts and soci
taught in bot
neouslylothers
both.

N.

anguage
fence

imul ta-

taught in

Subject areas: ',Spanish-

reading and reinforcement
1

of all content areas.
Englih-listening,speak-
ing, math, and science.

MATERIALS
and

CURRICULUM

rommercial.

Use commercial marec-fal.

Developed home educa-
tiop materials, teacher
reference manual. ..

Commercially producea:
Developed material in
Pre-kindergarte Area
Home Task kits.

TEACHER & AIDE QUALITY

Ylr

yr

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT.

Parent Advisory Group
Instructional,demonstra-
tion,.Scholarship program,
projects.

REFERENCE

*Title VII ESEA BL/BC
Projects
1973-1974
(*Refers to all the
Title VII projects
summarized below)

Parent-Teacher Organization,
Specific activities, room 0

moth rs.

Parent Advisory Groups.
Social events.



PROJECT
DEF OP BL/ BC

nd
OBJaECTIVES

TYPE. RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS
RECOMMEdDATIOUS

.and

FINDINGS

;..Title VII L.A. Schools .A)BilipgUal Curriculum
Proposal .1)Acquisition of

concepts through use
of home language.

2)Development of home
language literacy-

3)Acquisition of 2nd
language-

,

4)Literacy in 2nd
language.

5)Development of pos-
itive self image.

B)Community Involvement
1 }Participation in
Advisory Board.

2)Visit classrodms.

3)Participate in
,questionnaire:

Others:

California

1)Bilingual educatioli for
Mexican American I

children
Marysville Joint Unified
School*District,
Marysville, California

2)Community Play Center 1)Provide supportive
Preschool services; social
Redwood City,California welfare, medical,

dental.

2)To prepare children
for English -speaking

1)Provide literacy in Comprehensive and on-
Spanjsh as background going-
for achievement in

other areas of the
curriculum.

O

environment:
Mother educated, must !

1)Just beginning.
2)Compare center to

preschool kids.
3)Pre - Post.

1}Escala'de intellegencia
Wechsler para ninos

2)PPVT(English & Spanish)
3)Machover Draw-A-Person
4)Bender Gestalt Test

for young children
5)Gessell Maturation

Index
6) Teacher evaluation in

Spanish, handwriting
and arithmetit

1)PPVT(English & Spanish)
2)Caldwell Preschool

Inventory

1)Improved self concept.
2}Improved participation

in class.
3)More verbal in both

languages.

1)10 results except
'reports from public
school. Rate center
children Superior on -

performance 8attribute
to those who didn't

attend preschool.



BL /BC COMPONERTS

and

% TIME & SUBJECT AREAS

%of Time: Most of 'day
Spanish-

. Subject Areas: Spanish
.-most.major subjects,

English-ESL, music'and
- . PE.

-., of Time: SE each ,,

, -

Subject Areas: Songs,
stories and books in .

both languages.

BL'BC component:'Snack-,

time considered a
"bicult#ral,event".

MATERIALS .

and

CURRICULUM

TEACHER & AIDE QUALITY PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT REFERENCE

4

Modified Van.Allen's TeaChers.bilin al', aide
language techniques. ! from.community, withno
Materials- teacher made! training.
and adapted for Spanish!
ESL-audio-linguistic
princi?les H200 series
of ESL used

Emphasis,on concept Teachers all English
formation and verbali- speakin%. Aides bilin-
zation in both language- gual from community.

High School training
program during summer at
s'state college., Volun-7-
teers,. many trained -

A

1)Active role encouraged. *
2)Board of Directors,
participate in.

3)Parents Advisory
,Committee.

Title'VII:L.A. School
Proposal,

*John, V.P. and Horner,
V.M.

1971

(*Refers to projects
found in this book)

. g



PROJECT TYPE.RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

3)Redwood City Program
Report

.o./(

()Eng as-a Second.Language
-BL/BC PrograM

. San Diego, California

r.0

5)A Demonstration Billngua
Education Project
Stockton Unified School
District
Stockton, California

1)Build_bilinguaI
2)Attitude change about
Mexican American
culture .by non-SS/S.

1)Develop methods for
teaching ESL to
Mexican American
students.

2 }Involve community and
parents.

3)Serve as liason between:
the home and school.

4)Increase pride in own
language and culture
through use of Spanish
in classes.

1)To provide a BL /BC
education.

,

1)Student Achievement
MeasureMent. .

2)Student attitude.
3)Community attitude.

1)ESL Placement*Test.
2)I1ide range Achievement.
3)Barset Rapid Survey

Intelligence Teat.
4)Common'cdnceoi listen-

ling .

Weacher evaluation of
student attitudes.

6)Commercial Attitude6i Commercial

1)District Preschool
Test Program,

2)iiaCarta Machine Test-
ing of bilingual stu7

,dents.

RECOMMENDATIONS
and

PINDINGS

1)No difference in
English oral comge-
hesion skill between
bilingual and control

2)Improved Spanish
abilities.

3)Need long term study.

4

1)Increased rate of
scholastic progress.

2)Participating with
enthusiasm.



BL/BC COMPONE1ITS

and
i

% TIE & SUBJECT AREAS

MATERIALS
,

., and
-

CURRICULUM

TEACHER & AIDE. QUALITY PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT REFERENCE'

of Time: Partial
bilingualism.

Subject areas: First
%.' year Spanish and

English in math; scienc
and language.

of.Time: 50;; each.

Subject Areas: Spalyi*h

basic conceptlearning,
English-English

Y''-fanguage development.
. .

, of Time: 50 each.

Subject Areas: Spanish
lahgyage skills, develop-
ed first in.
Taught in both languages
in science, social
studies and self concept

San Diego School Curri-
culum Digest, South-
western region labora-
tory research repo.rt on
concept development.
Teaching English Early
(H200) by uzzey-Breve'
Historia de los Ettados
Unidos. Kedge , Color-
ado, teKujevzon, El
Rundo sus Pueblos.

OateriaIs developed at
Southwestern Education-
al; Development Labora-

tory.

1

Teachers bilingual with 1 On Advisory Committee.
ESL experience. Aides"
liason between teachers
and parents. Monthly
in-service summer worksho
Stress.in language and
!culture aspects.

A

J

1.

Summer workshop Spanish Advisory committee, PTA,
language study and Volunteers in class.
methods strategy. In-

servite continuous
training.

*John, V.P. and Horner,
V.M.

1971
- (*Refers to projects

found in this book

.-r



PROJECT
. 1 ,

-TYPE RESEARCH
RECOHMENDATIO(1 S

and
FINDIUGS

Florida

1)Coral Way Elementary
School
Jade County
1963

dew Oexco

1-)Snta Fe Community
School
Santa Fe, iiew dexicO

.

tOTo mix non-SS/S &
:Cugan-

2)Provide equal time to
Spanish and English.,

1 Use of control group.

th

1)Learn to read, write
and speak two languages

1)Stanford' Achievement'
2)OtisAlpha
3)Callfornia Test of

Mental Maturity

4)Cooperative Inter-
American Reading Tests
(English and Spanish)

dew York

1)East Harlem Block
School

(Puerto Rican Opulation)

1

C

1 Bflingual group same:
in English as 'the
control group in .

regularclasses
2)Spanish sama except

Jr. High, control
better-

3)Uon-S5/S 6th graders
well in Spanish.

4)Experimental, group
as well in, mat; an0
language !1



BL/ BC COMPONWTS'

and
(;: TIME dt SUBJECT AREAS

MATER1A1S

and

'CURRICULUM

TEACHER & AIDE QUALITY PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT REFERENCE

"4,

% Of Time: Kindergarten
thru 3rd grade instruct
in own language /other
"language to reinforce
concept. Classrooms
separated npn-SS/S and
Cuban. Ages 4 - 6,
mixed popul&tions.
1 teacher speakslEnglish
1 teacher speaks Span-
ish. Morning versus
afternoon, .

% bf Timer Both used
.in all Glasses.

010

Sdbject Areas: Both
languages used: Learn
basic concepts;

Subject Areas:* Both _

English and Spanish .

Activities; Children
choose which they Want
to participate.in,

Spanish and English
books in Science, health
and math. Basically

same books used in oche
:schools. Teacher-made
too.

.t.

bngraded. Materials
Spanish r Somos Amigos
bqgiliner books in both

languages.

'Half of teachers
Aides bilingual.

ESL training-teachers.
Pre - service training.

'Parents allowed 04work
at school In place of

,
tuition. Elect members t
Board of Trustees.
Parents and educators
started school.

*John, V.P. and Horner,.

1971

(*Refert to projects
found in this book)

*

Flexible, non-structur:
ed.

Englmh*speakingqeachers
bilingual aides,.
Orientation program
every year.

All parents On Board of
Directors. Decisions
made by parents with
staff. Work as paid
assistants and volukteers.



prtoaEct_:

2 ).Escuel a Hispana

Montessori
Jew York, dew York

Texas

1)st. Paul
School.
Episdopal
Brownsvi I

s Episcopal
St. Paul 's

Church
le, Texas'

to
4.0

b

2 Jos Nundos school
A Bilingual Early
School.

Corpus Cristi , Texas

DEF OF BL /QC ED

and
-OBJECTIVES

.TYPE RESEARCH

.a

1)Prepare for school by
leaefring English.

2)English speaking learn
Spanigh,

1) Improve Spanisfrand
K.Engl-ish '

1)To drivel op "coordinate

2)Prepare for school by
teaching math concepts
and to read in two
langtiages

,;o evaluation.

Individual evaluation
onlx. .

INSTgUMENTS

1 )PPVT

/s'

RECOMMENDATIONS
and

FINDINGS'

- 1 )iietropolitan Re;dines-s,

Tes t

2; ,.;inn Z. Co. , Pre-reading

Test .

3)PPVT
4)Goodenough-Draw-A-Man
5)Winter-Haven PerE'eption

Forthation

6)Columbia Mental
-Maturity ,Scale

4

t

r:Istralil=11611.+01010011(IM101.11111MM.



BL/BC COMPONENTS

arid .

TIME'& SUBJECT AREAS.

)4ATERJALS

and

CURRICULUM

TEACHER & AIDE QUALITY PARENtAL INVOLVEMENT REFERENCE
n

I

% Of Time: th

full time in English
Later: English 2 hours
and Spanish 15 minutes.

N Subject Areas: English
r..beginning of year in-' 4'

ten4itie instruction i'n

Englih. Spanish.after
learn EngliA.k Begin.
instruction Spanish
vocabulary & grammar.

t .% of Time: 50% in

L

Montessori Curriculum Teachers-Montessori In-
and materials service training for all

staff.

Developed brstaff.:

4

+lot all 'teachers accred-
ited. Pre- and In-
service training.

s'

Ieach Teacher-made material; Teacher.
and curriculum. Teach Aide a Hi h School grad- '

math, health, folklore, uate: Ho school
social science. Foreign Coordinator, volunteers.%
language curriculum' In-service training. '
:studies materials:', .

O

I'

fl

*John, V.P. and Horner,
V.M.

1971
(*Refers to projftcts
'found Wthis book

a

Offered education classes.

*

*

,



PROJECT

DEF OF BL/ BC ED

and
,

TYPE RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS
RECOMMENDATIONS

and
BINDINGS

°Pr 3)Preschbol Program for
Spanish speaking
chi.ldren-

Eidati'Samaritan Center
San Anconiu, Texas

°Evaluation of the
Bilingual.center for
Prekhoolers in Oistric
017
-E3EA Title VIr Program
New York, 1973

2)Evaluation'of. Effects
of the Clovis Portales
Bilingual Early Child-
hood Pr-6gram: Final

Report. Title VII .4,

1972-73

le

l)To create bilingual
children, by means of

new,methds of\teach-
ing ESL & use of first
language.

])Increase verbal skills
in first language.

2)oevelop 2nd language
skills.

3)Positive self image.
4)Reading readiness-
5)Prepare teachers_ and
'aides.

1Parental involvement,
h bilingual abilities.

1)Achievement test
based on curriculum
development.

2)Pre-Post.

A)Ftrs' language
])Oral language
2)UnBerstanding and

use of language .

'.3)tomplexity of verbal

expression
TJSecond language

1)Oral language
2)Cultural Awareness

C)CulturalsAwareness
.

D)Cognitive skills
E)Readinc Readiness
F)Self image

f To demonstrate that
bilingual education
will facilitate learn-
ing of the 2 languages.

2)Increase cognitiye,
affective, psychomotor
skills.

3)Positive self image.
41kstablish ties. between

community7home and' 1

school.

S)Staff development,
P

materials development,

4

1)Developed own tests
2)PPVT,(Spanish)

e!

1).aper'imental Scale for
. Rating Pupil's Ability

to ,Speak English
2)Cultural Awareness
Measure Design

3)Informal observations
(with Piagetian
guidelines to assess
cognitive skills).-

4)Reading Readiness
measured with .Boehn'
Testof Basic Concepts

5)Self image measured'by
teachersrbbservations

1)PPVT(English.& Spanish
2)Walker Readiness Test

`or Disadvantaged Pre-
1 school Ch414ren
3)Development Profiles

(Bessell & Palomares)
Monimunity and parent

Inventory, observation
and visjtations,

4

1)First year of testing-
scored high in
Spanish at beginning
of year and higher .

in English at end.
2)Last year of testing.

scored same in both-

1.)Increaseti, ability of

first language.
2)Increased ability in

English (?lore in.
En9lIsh speaking),

3)Positive,self image
..development increased.
4)149st kindergarteners .

ready t begin reading.
5)Aore emphasii on

culture to materials,
5)University cturses

need more relevance
for teachers.

, .

1)Improved language
ability in English
and Spanish.

2)Scholastic readiness
development ivicreased..,

3)Positive self image.
4)Demelopment of

persbnal growth-
5)Attention. span longer.
6)Evaluatiqp extended.

to compare 1st and 2ni

year'students.
17)Quantitive measure to-



fit./ BC COMPONENTS.

and

TIME SUBJECT AREAS

MATERIALS

and .

CURRICULUM -.

'TEACHER & AIDE QUALITY

r

PARENTAL INVOLVEENT

of Time: 80% Spanish.

Subject Areas: 3 year
olds have.l5 minutes
daily lessons in English

° and Spanish. 4-5 year
.olds have..20 minutes

Spanish and English
lesson,

% Of Time: 50% in each.

Subject Areas: Mix ed
reinforce concepts
taught.

. .

Bereiter Approach in
laligtiage lessons.

Sequentialpresentation
of materials--detailed
lesson plans. Visual,
auditory, motor training
Toy library.

Teacher-training.'
Teachers and staff
oilingual

i

Magellan Oaterials. Goals forghttitude change" 1) Responded positively to
Training. program on questionnaire

t

A

1)Meetings With teachers.
2)Parent educational

programs.
3)"Advisory groups".

.

ti

Group activities and i
dividual activities;
Adapted REPSAC materials
Responsive Environment
Piaget and Child curri-
culum by Lavate114 used.
Project Life, Pea dy
Language kits, Res on-
sive,Environment, Typing

4

2)Meetings have 905
attending.

3180% attend at,ldnguage
classes.

,4)Cultural presentation
*Questionnaire given to
parents on school .role'
bilingual education,
etc. But no results
reported;,

REFERENCE

. .

Jo0n,,V.P. and Horne,
V. M.

1971

In-service teacher train- Pai-en1 training patterne
jpgand,parent training. after REPSAC program,
Certified bilingual
tea'ohers, 2 Spanish
sptaking and*2 flop-SS/S.
Aides met State.require-
ment.

Booth.
P111110110

I

t
Anl Evaluation of the
Bilingual .Center for
Preschoolers'in District
#17. ESEA Title VII*
Program.

1973

Askins, B.E.
1973

.



PROJECT

3)Final Evaluation Repott
of SW-Rew Oexico Program
1971-72
Grades 1 - 3

4)Evaluation Report on the
San Marcos Independeht
School District's
Bilingual Educatia
Programs 1973
(110 data on kindergartel.

and first grade)

5)The Effectsof BL/BC
Instruction among.Spanish
speaking, English-speak-
ing, Sioux-speaking
kindergarten children.. A
Report of Statistical
Findings and Recommenda-
tions.for Educational
Unit #18 Southwestern
Cooperative Educational

I Laboratory 1970
1.

DEF OF.BL/BC ED
and'

-OBJECTIVES

1) Improve English and
Spanish language skills

?)Improve self image.

5 '

1 }Reduce deficit.
.2)Increaie.understanding.

and cognitive. develop
ment-in bath languages.

3)Become liierate in.botl
4)Pride, Knowledge about,

culture.
5)Hon-SS/S to 6come BL.
6)Parent involvement.;

develop materials;'
Pre and in-service
training.

. TYPE RESEARCH
,

io

lleasuies taken:
1)Academic.growth in
* English and Spanish.
?}Self image -
3)Control groue matched
on basic.variAles.

1) IMprove English of non-
English speaking.

2}Positive attitude
'toward SS'.

3)Improve Spanish.
4)Enhance cognitive,
psychomotor development
Improve self image.
}Development of material
}Provide transition
programs, for non-,
English immigrants.

j

-"INSTRUMEN

'. '

. 1 7-...

1)PpVT(English and Span-
ish)

?}Stanford Adievement
Test .

3)GoOdenough Draw-A-Man
4)Self image Test
5)0tis Lennon Mental
Abilities Test.

6)California 'Pest - of

Basic Skills

RECOMMENDATIONS
and

FINDINGS'

$

f)Biiingual group :
lower inachi.evementi
ben to show
increase in higher.,
grades.

,-

'2}Self image, no'de-
cline throujh year ,

t for bilingual group.
Controigrbup decreased

3)Criticisms of
'evaluation instru-.

. mentviused.

.1)PPVT(Engligh.and Span-
ish)

.2)Metropolitan. Readiness,
Test

3}11etropolitan Achieve-
ment Test

t4)Pruba de Lectyra

1)Some improvement in,.
educational. achieve-
ment.

1}SKEt: Oral language 1

Test Englishlificien
cy; Pre - Post Tests

2)Spanish oral Capacity
Spanish proficiency, 2

Pre - Rost Tests
3)Valencia Cultural

Sensitivity Tests 3

(attitudes)
14)Parental Attitudes '4

Questionptre, Pre-Post

signifeant
ende in oral English
achievement. But
means suggest a trend.
)Spanish oral develop-
ment for, non -SS /S

speakers..
)Attitude change; not
signficint, but trend.
)Parent questionnaire
Ho .great effect on

.attitude, variables-

ti

0



- BLin COMPOHECS MATERIALS

and and

f, TIME &,SUBJECT AREAS CURRICULUM

TEACHER & AIDE QUALITY' PARENTAL IROLVEMEffp REFERENCE

11=MairMENNEM4rmins.

t

1)Increased school acti- Young, .R.

ities.attendance- 1972
2)Tip participation
creased.

3)Community involvement
increa§ed-

4)Library popularity
increased.

4

.

Haitrison, H.W.

1973

a

rMj

Curriculunk Ki ndergar-

ten English oral lang-,_
uage comprehensjopv----
Kindergoteft-Spanish
-caral-TangOge compre-
hension.

11

Valencia, A.A.
1970

4



PROJECIT

anw.a..r.rE

6)An Evaluation of BL
education for SS/S
-cnildren
1971-1972
new York
Firstand Second grade

-

DEF DF111./BC ED .

OBJTNI'VES
TYPE RESEARCH . INSTRUMENTS

7)Effect of an Interven- 1

tion Program QJ

"high risk" Spanish-
Aaerican children. , 2

974

'8)Positive Effects of A
BL Preschool PrograM on

i the Intellectual
Performance of Mexican
American children
1969
DHEW

)Tested effectiveness
of 'early intervention
program.
)0f program evaluated
Developed language
abilities,9developed

.

Pre z" Post.

#

Subjects: 3,4,5 year old
.Spanish-Alrican, New
Mexico "hi h risk"'crit-
erion, 30 members in
experimental group, 20
members in control group.

. intellectual abilitiej ,Pre -rost Tests.
developed a positive
selt image and problem
solving skills.

Experimental Group:
Disadvantaged' Mexican
American children inte-
grated Into classes with,
majoHty Non-SS/S ad-
vantaged, ,Control* group

f

matched population in
Head Start, and matched
population with no
preschool.

1 iletropol i tan 'Readiness

Test

1)Hiskey-Nebraska Test
of Languagelotitude
(Mental ability)

2)PPVT(language develop-
ment in Spanish and
English)

3)Bessell and Palomarei
.belyelopment Profiles
(Self Image)

0,

I)Pre.- Post
2)Wechsler Pre-Primary'
:Scale of Intelli4ence .

RECOMMEr ATMS
an

FiNOIN

1)BL education
facilitates learn n9;
particularly'in ma h,

1)Significant gains in
mental ability.

2)Significant gains ift
',English language
3)(atns,.but not sig-

nificant in Spanish-
language.

OSelfAmage improve-
ment-in.-experimental
subjects fnot compared
'to control group).

r

'1)Exper mental.group
9reatqr gains Oar(
others'.

2)-Headtart children
, made no greater gains
than 'non-preschool
group:

3)Ifiitation in classroom,

.



BL/BC COMPONENTS MATERIALS

and and TEACHER &-AIDE QUALITY PARENTAL JNVOLVEI1ENT REFERENCE

Tia 6 suBrci AREAS

.

CURRICULUM
.

..) *
-------,--------e-

.

% Of Time: Instruction
in b2th. 50% in .each -.

Subject Areas: Classes
split into English
dominant and Spanish
dominant.

% of Time: .3 year olds
80Z in Spanish. 4-5,
year olds,

TrgAtrient: Responsive
Environment Concept.
Materials by: Far West
Laboratory for Educa-
tional Research and
Development. Project
.Life and Piagepan .

Approach and materials.

Bdlinsky, W. &- Peng, S.
1974.-

.

Cornett, J.D., Ainswortl
1. & Askins, .8.
1974 ! 7

(

Experimental Program English- speaking teac:!e Henderson, R.W.
had five areas: Visual, aWngual aides ,

.1969
auditory, motor, Englis

. . .

language, problem
solving. Materials :

. .
. ,... .

Mahy published 'and
developed . p s

. .

I

O



PROJECT . .

9)Earl'y Education for
Spanish speaking
Mexican American
children: A comparison
of Three-Intervention
Programs -..------__

.1970

.Texas

1G) La Escuel ita. An Earl
Childhood Parent-Child
centered BL/BC Program'
Utah.

1974-1975

f

DEF OF BL/BC EU
and

OBJECTIVES

Wm

lyB ild self concept.

'i

3 groups: 16 subjects
2)D velopsensory-, each, 3 year olds for
p rceptual and motor 9 months..

,,sk
3)0 'o nguage skits schoo4

1)Early 3 hour BI pre -

3)D
Spanis and-English. 2)Parental- community

_

4)Develop thinking, involvement project.
language and reasoning 3)Day care program
skilli-. 10 hours a day- ,

4)3 Pre - Post tests-

.TYPE RESEARCH INSTRUPENTS'

1.10evelop Spanish' and

English language skills
in audial and oral
levels.

2)Increase cultural pride
3)SociaT skills increased
4)Evaluate prOgram.

, .

11)BL Readiness Ea1r1-

lest School Years:1A'
Current 05ponstratilon

. Project. BL Readiness
in Primary grades: An
Early childhoox1.0e4
.stration Project,

\
. .1

Finael.Report"

1966 it IK York
leivielnwetminfeux file.cf.'

I )Leiter International
Performante Scale
(Nonverbal IQ)

2)PPVT child's'recefitive
. language function

'

RECOMMENDATIONS

al&S

A Three-Hypotheses Test,ed
1)"Deprived" will/ .

test below norm "'"'

'on standardized
test requiring
language ability.

2)If no language an
test, will score-
above the norm

3)Experlmental group.
significant IQ on
.standardized-instru-
'ments.

1)Qualtty of reception
dflanguageTwith. age..-
for both. languages.

21Mothecs use.of Spen7
ish in class, appro -.
itately 50%, children'
.approximately, 252.,'.

3)Duridg play Spanish
use j, with both mother
and child

4) BL not interfet.e.at*
.phonemic

flimitation. scores higher
Spanish'and same in .

-English for BL's:
6)BL's better in English

than in- Spanish
l)Low SES achievement.
)Increase -in attention y'

Span. .1

3)Increase understanding
of. culturek..

4)All learned some 2nd
langoage.

5)Correlation between

natIve, language ability

A)Object of Research
1)Analyses of'Spanish.
Englishacquisition:

2)Spanish-English
transfer.

3)Describe Spanish=
English usage by
children and parent-

1)Foster B.L. development
in child.ages 4. 8.

2)Promote.postive,atti -
tude toward other

...-r---. .

. ..

1(

cultures: s
3) Improve self concept'.

. .L

A

1

1)AuditorpXomprehension
Test

2)Behavioral Recording&
of mother-child
Interaction

Mostly Oservation.. No
instromint& mentioned;
except self designed
instruments and socio-
'grams .



BL/BC COPONEdTS
and

TIME & SUBJECT AREAS

% of Time; 15-20. .

minutes/day. Bilingual
specialist: Spanish
60'3 .

Subject Areas: Used
both English and

during these lessons
Language learning and
speaking. 0..

\.

MATERIALS ".

A and 1
CURRICULUM

TEACHER1AIDE, QUALITY. PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

oa-4malar,usr,,,....,

REFERENCE.

-A

f

:

116

41.

Developed matffiAls by
staff and"parnts.
Curriculum pla ned byl
'staff and paren s .

Mothers primary teachers
hired .8 hours/week
Trained in workshops-

.,

o "f

.Nedler, S.
1970

A

Curriculum materials
'designed foi, this

Oce.ject..

O

4

piagetian framework. Gertiied teachers-.
Aidesl.mothers trained.

Garcia, E.E.
1.975

I .

Finocchiaro, M.

1966

,1
4

P



, PROJECT

EF OF-BL/BC ED
and'

OBJECTIVES
TYPE RESEiRCK INSTRUMENTS

RECOMMENDATIONS

and

FINDINGS

12)Santa Barbara Family
Center: Final Report
1975,

13)A Preschool Educatton
Program with Puerto
Rican children: ImOltca
tions as,a Community
Intervention .

CO

I

# -

1) Expand mother's.
socialization

2)Provide nutritional
medital, community
resource services.

3)Peovida children
program.

4)Foster socialoognitive
physical growth.

5)Provide BL/BC emphasis.
6)DemoriAtrate to mother's
what constitutes a
healthy,enviroment.

Special Qualittds:
1)Intervention in home,,
' one hour/day, five days
a week- _or seven months,

2)Foster affective and
. intellectual develop
went.

3}Increase positive. self
image.

4)Develop positive atti-
t1e towArd school.

5)LInguage development. / /

0Increase c nitive
developme

1

Comparison Groupused.
Pre - Post Tests

1)Pre Post.
2) Expe Amental and

cont b.1 groups.,

3)04a uses of IQ, vacaZ-
.1ar *tkills,behavior
Ch ge,

t.

..
4

a
.

1)Preliminary Interview
Community Research
Questionnaire

2)Social Reaction
Inventory

3)Parent Attitude Researc
In'ventory

4)Family Attitude Scale

"
,

1)Stanford;Binet
4Bayley.Sca1 es of Infant

Development, Mental
Record Form

3)Bayley Behavior Retord
Form
) PPVT (Spantsh),

5)Merrill Palmer Subtests

1)Family's attitudes
44rwork; Mother's
attitude more positive.

2)Participation in
school groups.

1113)Mother self concept

increaSed.
,)6oblems reported
decreased

5)Increased use of comm-
unity resources

1)4: Experimentai-
group no signficant
trend in direction-
of greater improvement.

2)Behavior no signi-
ficadt difference.

3)PPI Experimental Group'
significantly improved.

4)Remill Palmer signi-
ficant improvement.

5)Tutor and parent evalua-
t4on very favorable.

5)New.assessment'tech-
niques needed, IQ
tests mislead.

7)More specific family
behavior changes.

)Mote specific eva;lua-

of impact. of program on
community.

9)Need to involve commun-
ity in taking respa-
sibility for programs.

10)Need more imPAct on
schools.



BL/ BC COMPOIEgS

and
SUBJECT ARLAS

Subiect Areas: All

tutoring in Spa 1i

MATERIALS
and

CURRICULUM .

TEACHER &AIDE QUALITY

Piaget Theory curricu- -

lum based onoperations
of classification,
conservation, corres-
pondence to seriation
Bereiter-Engleman used
for language development
program -

Coll students and -

menta health workers.
Span speaking college
wome tors, and prior.
experience. Intensive
in-serviCe.trainihg-t s

REFERENa

Santa Barbara Family
Center. 'A Model for
LoW-Income and Chicano
Parent Education.
final Report:
1975 .

Thomas, P.M.; Chinsky,
J,14., & Aronson, C.F. .

1973t

O
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